
By BERNIE BELLAN

The Jewish Foundation of Manitoba has
given a major boost to many Jewish
organizations that have found them-

selves in dire financial circumstances as a
result of the restrictions placed on their opera-
tions during the COVID-19 pandemic.

We were first informed that the Foundation
was helping many organizations when we
were told that cheques had been sent out to
many organizations the last week in April. We
contacted several organizations to verify what
we had been told had happened and were able
to confirm that cheques had been sent out by
the Foundation.

But, while we did attempt to gather more
information about what the Foundation was doing, it took some time before
we received a detailed description from the Foundation of what exactly was
going on. We had emailed a series of questions to various individuals asso-
ciated with the Foundation on May 3, but it wasn’t until May 7 that we
received a detailed response to those questions.

That detail came in the form of an email from John Diamond, CEO of the
Jewish Foundation, which was received on May 7.

Following is what John Diamond wrote. His email also includes the exact
questions that I posed in my May 3 email:

“I know that Richard Yaffe (Chair of the JFM board) has spoken to you
and given you some information about the JFM’s planned approach to
assisting our Jewish organizations during the Covid 19 pandemic. Since
that time our board has met, as has our grants committee, and I can give
you some updated information as well as some background.

“Our overall approach is governed by the legislation that created the
Foundation, as well as by the JFM’s mission, vision and values.  With this
in mind, we saw it as our responsibility to provide at least some level of
basic financial support to as many Manitoba based Jewish organizations as
possible. We also want to provide further assistance to those organizations
that are in particularly dire circumstances as a result of the pandemic. 

“On the recommendation of staff, the JFM board decided to defer all reg-
ular 2020 grants. In fact, many of those grants related to projects that could
no longer take place as a result of the pandemic. We decided to divide the
available funds into three equal parts – each about $200,000.  The funds for
this were re-directed from our 2020 Jewish and Community grants.

“Recognizing that many organizations are very thinly staffed and that
some are not as adept as others in applying for funds, the first funding
(aggregate $200,000) was distributed, based on organizations’ operating
budgets, to provide basic sustaining funding to all of the organizations. In
addition, we provided an aggregate of $102,000 to four of Winnipeg’s
frontline charities (Winnipeg Harvest, Siloam Mission, Agape Table, and
Main Street Project). 

“Our grants committee and board are now in the process of finalizing the
guidelines for the distribution of the remaining $400,000, which will be
done in two parts.

“I have compiled some points that I believe address all of the questions
that you posed along with some additional insights into the process.

“1. Were you asked for assistance from certain organizations?
“Some organizations have approached the Foundation for emergency

funding.  Many have not.

“2. What was the total amount of money JFM distributed to these orga-
nizations?

“In total, so far we have distributed almost $300,000 in relief funding to
Jewish Community organizations and frontline charities (approximately
$200,000 to the Jewish organizations from our regular grants, and approx-
imately $100,000 from our community grants fund to the frontline com-
munity charities).

“3. What was the formula JFM used to distribute the money?  
“To distribute to our 26 Manitoba based Jewish organizations, five levels

of funding were established based on the operating budgets of each orga-
nization.

“4. The Foundation froze all spring grants that it was to have allocated.
Can you explain why?

“Many of the projects that the spring grants were to fund were cancelled
or significantly altered since the time the applications for funding were
submitted. We believe it is our responsibility to take action to help sustain

our Jewish organizations, whether or not they
have an immediate need and
whether or not they have the human and
financial resources to apply for funding.

“5. Will the JFM also be distributing more
money for  the relief of organizations based
on need?

“We know this is not the end of hardships
to be endured by our Jewish organizations.
Therefore in the next few weeks, more infor-
mation will be provided to them regarding
opportunities to apply for additional relief
funding from the remaining $400,000. Our
Grants Committee is currently finalizing the
process and criteria for organizations to
apply.

“To ensure we are implementing processes
that will achieve the most impact, the JFM is in constant contact with our
Jewish organizations. This includes the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg. As
both organizations endeavor to serve the community during this time of
need, it will be through our shared information and consistent communica-
tion that support is administered where it is needed most.

“Thank you again for helping us communicate our ambition to support
our community during this difficult time.”
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Jewish Foundation of Manitoba steps up to the plate with huge
infusion of assistance for Jewish organizations 

Jewish organizations struggling
with realities of dealing with

unprecedented situation
By BERNIE BELLAN

The impact that COVID-19 has had on
Jewish organizations in Winnipeg has

taken many forms.
Arguably the most immediate impact was

felt by staff at the Rady JCC when all activi-
ties came to a crashing halt there in the middle
of March. Over 160 staff were laid off as a
result, although 30 members of the day care
staff were rehired when the Province ordered
the Rady JCC to reopen the Kaufman Early
Years Centre, which the Rady JCC operates at
the Asper Campus.

When I spoke with Rady JCC Executive
Director Rob Berkowits the third week in
March he told me that he and staff who work
in the finance department has just finished
processing 1900 refunds of various sorts,
including tickets for the sports dinner and
registration payments for various programs – all of which had been can-
celed.

I asked Rob whether the “financial hit that the Rady was taking could be
measured in the hundreds of thousands of dollars” and he agreed that was
the case.

The news hasn’t got much better, although when I spoke with Rob again
recently he did tell me that the provincial government has given permission
for the summer day camp program to go ahead, but with tight restrictions
involving social distancing. (There will be no swimming in the pool, for
instance – which has always been a highlight for most of the kids in the day
camps.)

As far as operating the day camp program goes, Rob said that “We’re
pleased to offer a service to the community – and not just the Jewish com-
munity.”

When asked how many campers attended the day camp last summer, Rob
said it was from 800-900, but since many of the kids were enrolled in more
than one session, he wasn’t able to say how many individual kids were
enrolled in the day camp altogether.

What he did say though, was that losing the sports dinner would deal a
huge blow to the day camp program, since one of the principal benefits of
the dinner was that much of the profit has flowed into camperships for fam-
ilies that otherwise might not be able to send their kids to camp.

Turning to the day care program, Rob was glad to report that the daycare
at the Campus had
once again reached its Continued on page 6. See “Organizations”.

John Diamond
CEO, Jewish Foundation

of Manitoba

Rob Berkowits
Executive Director,

Rady JCC



known as Thompson, Dorfman, Sweatman LLP
where he continued as an associate and a partner.
He was named a Queen’s Counsel in 1978.  In 1979,
after a successful and fulfilling legal career, Guy
was appointed as a judge of the Court of Queen’s
Bench.   He was elevated to the Manitoba Court of
Appeal in 1993 where he served until his retirement
in 2007.

Although Guy travelled extensively over the
years, he seemed happiest at our cottage at Falcon
Lake, Manitoba.  Together with Hester and sur-
rounded by his family and many life-long friends,
he built wonderful memories which we will contin-
ue to cherish.

Guy was a dedicated supporter and leader in the
Winnipeg and Canadian general and Jewish com-
munities.  

Guy served as a bencher of the Law Society of
Manitoba.  He was an active participant and leader
in federal and provincial politics, holding many
leadership positions in the Liberal parties of
Manitoba and Canada.  He served as President of
the Manitoba Division of the Red Cross, President
of the Canadian Club of Winnipeg,  a director of the
Winnipeg Foundation and President of the
Canadian Judges Conference. 

Guy also devoted himself to the Jewish commu-
nity.  He was a founding member of the Canada-
Israel Committee during the days of the Yom
Kippur War, a board member  of Jewish Child and
Family Services, served for nearly 20 years as a
member of the Executive of the Winnipeg Jewish
Community Council (the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg) and ultimately as its President.  He was
a Vice-President of the Canadian Jewish Congress,
President of the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba and
Vice-President of the Canadian Council of Jewish
Federations.  He was recognized for his community
commitment in 1988 as the honouree at the Jewish
National Fund Negev Gala and received the Jewish
Federation’s Sol Kanee Leadership Award in 2003.

Guy was a strong person and an anchor for his
family and friends. He was a man who thought
before he spoke.  He knew how to listen and had the
comforting and calm demeanor of a man who
appreciated what he had. Those qualities made him
a trusted confidant for those who knew him.  He
will be remembered as a kind, courteous, fair and
intelligent man at home, on the bench and in his
community.  

Guy’s profound love and respect for Hester, his
unbreakable bond with his brother Richard, and his
deep love for his children, grandchildren, nephews
and nieces were apparent to all who knew him.  

The family would like to express its deep appre-
ciation to all of the staff at the Saul and Claribel
Simkin Centre, not only for taking care of Guy but
also for caring for the entire family as it struggled to
cope with Guy’s deteriorating health.  We would
like to especially thank nurses Brenda McGavin,

Corinna Heieie and Sara
Reid and caregivers
Emile Genido, Gigi
Galvez, J.R. Bernardo,
Moises Acasta and
Lawrence Robes for
their wonderful care of
Guy over the years.  

A private service was
held on April 19, 2020
attended by immediate
family due to the
requirements of social
distancing in these
unusual times of Covid
19.  

Donations in Guy’s
memory can be made to
the Saul and Claribel
Simkin Centre, 1 Falcon
Ridge Drive, Winnipeg,
MB, R3Y 1V9, tel. 204-
586-9781, the Guy and
Hester Kroft fund at the
Jewish Foundation of
Winnipeg, 123
Doncaster Street, Suite
C400, Winnipeg, MB,
R3N 2B2, tel. 204-477-
7525 or to a charity of
your choice.

THE HONOURABLE GUY J. KROFT
The Honourable

Guy J. Kroft passed
away on April 15,
2020.  He will be
deeply missed and
remembered with
love by his wife of 64
years, Hester (nee
Israels), his children
Jonathan (Cara),
Debbie  (Morley),
David (Ellen) and
Sarah (Jeff), his
g r a n d c h i l d r e n
Daniel, Emily,
Charles, Sally, Julia,
Sam, Adam,
Benjamin, Matthew
and Joel, his brother

Richard, sister-in-law Hillaine, his sister-in-law
Renee and her husband Milton Bogoch and many
nieces, nephews friends and colleagues.

Guy was a proud Winnipegger, Manitoban and
Canadian.  He was born in Winnipeg on May 27,
1934, the son of Charles and Heloise Kroft.  He grew
up on Ash and Oxford Streets.  He went to
Queenston School, Robert H. Smith School, Kelvin
High School and the University of Manitoba, where
he received a Bachelor of Arts in Politics and
Economics and his law degree.

Guy and Hester were childhood sweethearts. They
grew up just blocks apart, attended the same schools
in the same grade and attended the same university.
They began a lifelong partnership when they married
in 1956, a marriage that was clearly meant to be.
Together they built a life and a loving family and
they engaged as active members of the Winnipeg,
Manitoba and Canadian communities.  

In 1955 Guy began articling at the firm now
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In memory of

Looking back at the life of the late
Rabbi Peretz Weitzman

This story originally appeared in our paper in
2010: 

Lodz-born rabbi celebrating 
90th birthday  

By PAUL 
LUNGEN
TORONTO –
When Rabbi
Peretz Weizman
used to go on his
customary walks
down Main Street
in Winnipeg, he
often sang an
unusual song that
puzzled the
shopkeepers he
had come to
know.“What is

that tune and why are you always singing it?,”
they asked him. 

Weizman kept mum about it but in an inter-
view with The CJN last week, he explained the
origins of that unusual melody that had puz-
zled his friends in the prairie city. It was an old
tune sung by a cantor that he had heard as a
youth in his native city, Lodz. As a boy, he
loved to attend Kabalat Shabbat services at the
city’s famous Altshtot, Old City Shul.
Although his family attended a simple shtibl,
he used to sneak out on Friday night to the
ornate and beautiful synagogue, where he was
awed by the splendour of the building, the
solemnity of the service and the stature of the
cantor. 

He remembered the cantor’s song welcoming
the Sabbath and kept it alive. “That was the
song I sang on Main Street,” he said. “I never
walked alone. I saved something from the Old
City Shul. I rescued the melody. This Hitler
could not destroy.” Rabbi Weizman, who has
moved to Toronto to be closer to his family,
will celebrate his 90th birthday on Nov. 23. A
man of the old school, he recalls vividly the
life he led in Lodz before the Nazi invasion of
September 1939, as well as the subsequent
destruction.  

The memory of his beloved synagogue going
up in flames in November 1939 is burned into
his consciousness. It was so beautiful, “I didn’t
believe the Temple was nicer than this shul,”
he said.

 “When I saw the synagogue going up in
flames, the entire sky was covered in sparks –
a remnant. When I say that, I feel that I was
one of the sparks.

”  Like other survivors of the Holocaust,
Rabbi Weizman represents one of the ever-
declining number of Yiddish-speaking
European Jews. Surprisingly, he eschews use
of the word “survivor” when describing him-
self, even though he alone from his parents,
brothers, sisters, nieces, nephews, cousins –
more than 60 people in all – escaped the Nazis. 

“I am not a survivor,” he said. “Let me
explain. I was a nephew, I was a son, a broth-
er. All these titles gone. Only the naked Peretz
survived. All the titles are gone. Only a frac-
tion survived, the naked “I” survived… I felt
naked, unprotected.

” Rabbi Weizman had three brothers and two
sisters. His father, Shmuel, was a successful
businessman who manufactured and sold
chemicals and some pharmaceuticals. At age
three, Rabbi Weizman began to attend cheder
at the Yeshiva Yesodai HaTorah, where he
learned traditional Jewish subjects along with

Continued on next page. 
See “Rabbi Weizman”.

Rabbi Weizman, 
age 90, in 2010



secular material, which was compulsory.
The school days were long, beginning at 8
a.m. and going until 8:30 p.m., with a break
for dinner.  

At age 15, his family arranged for a private tutor. “In Poland, in my cir-
cle, you didn’t study to become a rabbi. If you wanted to be a Jew and
respected in the community, you had to be a scholar

.” He didn’t decide to become a rabbi until after the creation of the Lodz
ghetto by the Nazis.

 “I felt I should contribute to the Jews, that Judaism will need me, if I sur-
vive,” he said. 

Remembering the cantor’s rendition of Kabalat Shabbat was part of that
and later, when he met the cantor in the ghetto, Rabbi Weizman recalled
that the man, who had seemed so tall and grand in the synagogue, was
“shrunken” and beaten down. 

“I sang for the chazzan, Kabalat Shabbat, and tears welled in his eyes and
he said, ‘preserve it.’” 

Preserve the song, he did, though all around him was starvation, misery,
death and destruction. He managed to survive the war as a labourer in a
laundry. “We laundered the garments of the Jews who were gassed and sent
it back, cleaned, to Germany. We didn’t know they were gassed then, but
we noticed five shirts, one over the other, and found diamonds in
brassieres, and dollars.” 

Rabbi Weizman was liberated by Soviet forces and met his future wife,
Riva, after the war. After a few years in Europe, they moved to Israel where
she had family, but Rabbi Weizman couldn’t cope with the hot
Mediterranean climate. When he learned of an opening at a synagogue in
Winnipeg, they left for Canada, arriving in 1953.  

In 1960, he became rabbi at the newly formed Bnay Abraham
Congregation, and he served there for almost 40 years.

 “I love Winnipeg,” he said. “I feel very comfortable there. It has a very
nice, comfortable element there. It’s heimishe, a cold climate, but warm
people.”

 In 1999, he spent a year in Toronto as a replacement rabbi at the Beth
Emeth BaisYehuda Synagogue after he received a good response when he
delivered a dvar Torah. 

He enjoyed the experience at the shul. “We had a common language, and
a common expectation and a common past. They could appreciate a new-
comer. They appreciated my sense of humour. It’s a Jewishly-intelligent
congregation... They like European sechoireh [merchandise].”

 Last year, the Winnipeg Jewish community honoured Rabbi Weizman
with a tribute dinner and the establishment of the Rabbi Peretz Weizman
Holocaust Education Trust fund, housed at the Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba. More than $40,000 was raised to support the establishment and
maintenance of a Holocaust education display showcase as a lasting lega-
cy. 

Today, Rabbi Weizman is a Torontonian. His wife is a resident at
Baycrest, and his nine grandchildren and six great-grandchildren live here.  

He still studies every day or two at a local yeshiva where the young peo-
ple “look at me like someone from a different age.” 

“I’m a true believer that God has blessed me with a long life. I believe
my brothers and sisters and parents gave me their years. I lived their lives,
and I must confess that the less future I have, the more the past is taking a
hold of me. As the past is taking a hold of me, it robs me of my present. I
have such a desire to be with them, to see them. I have this longing. I miss
them more than I missed them 50 years ago. They say time cures: no.”

 As this reporter takes leave of Rabbi Weizman – I confess that I’ve
known him a long time; he “bar-mitzvahed” me years ago – there’s always
one more story, one more parable for him to tell, one more mishnaic inter-
pretation to impart.

 Like the old shul burning, Rabbi Weizman continues to give off sparks,
hoping that a new generation will preserve and pass along the wisdom and
flavour of the nearly destroyed Old World.

In memory of

Rabbi Weizman sings a prayer that he remem-
bers from one of the cantors from his child-
hood. Watch the video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=21iciO4BXXM

Rabbi Weizman 
(Continued)
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Well, it’s been two months since most of
us went into lockdown - and it’s still
totally unclear when life might resume

some sort of normalcy. 
If you’re reading this now, you’re reading it

either on a computer or a mobile device. That is
one of the many new realities we’re having to
deal with, as the sudden jolt that we took here at
The Jewish Post & News continues to reverber-

ate.

But, I haven’t sat still all this past while - simply waiting for things to
improve.

The first thing I did was close our office at the Herzlia Synagogue (and I
know it’s the Herzlia Adas-Yeshurun, to be exact but, just as almost no one
refers to the Gwen Secter Centre as Sid Glow’s Place at the Gwen Secter
Centre, it’s just too much of a mouthful to refer to some places by their offi-
cial names).

What I’ve done is move our entire operation to our home in River
Heights. As with so many others who have been working from home, it
hasn’t been a difficult adjustment at all. In fact, in many ways it’s quite a
bit more convenient being able to work from home all the time instead of
just some of the time. 

One of the most satisfying aspects of having to do everything myself now
(since I was forced to lay off my one full-time employee) is that I’ve been
speaking with so many people who, in the ordinary course of events, I
wouldn’t be contacting myself.

In the past six weeks I’ve probably spoken to well over 100 individuals
who have placed memoriams in the paper in the past - to see whether they
would want to do that again. Our April 15 issue contained memoriams for
four different weeks because I had already decided not to put out an issue
on April 29, which would normally have been a regularly scheduled date
for publication.

But then, as I wondered whether it made sense to try and put out a print
issue for May 13 - and decided against that since there just wasn’t sufficient
ad revenue to warrant printing a paper, I began to call individuals who
would normally have memoriams in the May 13 issue.

As much as these are extraordinarily difficult times I must say it was very
rewarding being able to talk with so many people, not all of whom are reg-
ular readers of this paper, but for most of whom placing a memoriam in this
paper is something important for them to do.

I know I’ve written several times before about the role that memoriams -
and obituaries in this paper play in keeping Winnipeg Jews and Jews who
no longer live in Winnipeg connected. In speaking with many ex-
Winnipeggers these past few weeks, I was reminded over and over again
just how much having lived in Winnipeg continues to resonate for so many
Jews who no longer live here.

Sure - there’s a certain amount of looking at the past through rose-
coloured glasses that
goes on, but in speak-
ing to so many ex-
Winnipeggers, I’ve
heard the same obser-
vations made over and
over again, such as
when two ex-
Winnipeggers run into
one another, there’s an
immediate bond
formed - unlike the
experience that coming
from any other city
imparts.

As well, when I
would tell people that
we’re having to take a
break from printing the
paper, the usual reac-
tion that would elicit
would be: “Bernie, you
can’t stop doing The
Jewish Post & News.”

And no, I’m not stop-
ping “doing The Jewish
Post & News”. I said in
our April 15 issue that
we would be back
printing, although at
that point I didn’t know
quite when.

I’ve now made the decision to resume printing the paper as of the May
27 issue. It’s not that I’ve received any solid assurances of financial sup-
port that led me to decide that - although we did receive a nice boost from
one source that will come in handy, it’s more a case of feeling an obliga-
tion to put out a product for subscribers who have paid for subscriptions
and deserve to get something for their money – beyond getting this e-
mailed version of the paper.

I should also explain that we haven’t deposited any subscription pay-
ments since the end of March. I felt it would be dishonest to continue tak-
ing payments when we didn’t know when we would be printing again. But,
now that I’ve made the decision to resume printing the paper on a regular
basis, we will be depositing the many payments we’ve received since the
end of March, along with sending out subscription renewal cards that have
just been sitting in a pile waiting to be mailed out.

But, if times have been tough for us - compared with the situation that
other businesses, including many other newspapers across Canada are in,
we’re not in  nearly as tough a situation as those other businesses.

I still can’t get over the fact that the Canadian Jewish News folded com-
pletely in April. As many people with whom I’ve spoken these past few
weeks have wondered: How can as affluent a community as Toronto’s
Jewish community not be able to support a Jewish newspaper?

Good question. I did get in touch with one of the former writers at the
CJN to ask whether there would be any interest there in my expanding The
Jewish Post & News website to start catering to the Toronto market? I was
told that a group in Toronto is just about to launch a new website to do
exactly that, to be called the “Canadian Jewish Record”, which is set to
launch May 21. (I still perceive a certain degree of arrogance though, in
Toronto Jews thinking that any media platform they might create would
immediately serve all of Canada, thus the “Canadian Jewish News” and
soon to be the “Canadian Jewish Record”. Why not just call it the Toronto
Jewish Record - until we see whether it’s really going to be truly national
in scope?)

As for our own website - jewishpostandnews.ca, many of you would have
been aware by now that it’s been totally revamped - and opens up quite
quickly (as opposed to what happened with the old site, which had slowed
down considerably in recent times). I’ve received good reaction to the new
site, but again, I’m faced with the same problem with which any newspa-
per has to deal when it creates a website: How much content can you pro-
vide free of charge to readers before you end up undercutting what you
offer subscribers to the paper?

And, while there were a whole batch of fresh new stories on our website
when the revamped version was unveiled Friday, May 1st, I’ve been reluc-
tant to add new stories on a regular basis. It would be unfair to readers of
this paper who have paid for subscriptions to find that they can get any-
thing they see in the paper just as easily on our website.

But, these are minor problems to contend with - especially when I com-
pare our situation to the challenges facing many Jewish organizations, not
only in Winnipeg, but throughout North America. You can get a sense of
how much greater the impact the coronavirus has had in the U.S. when you
read the following excerpts from two JTA stories about the situations fac-
ing Chicago’s and Philadelphia’s Jewish communities: 

The Jewish United Fund in Chicago has made $26 million available to
help area residents of all faiths deal with the coronavirus crisis.

The money for the COVID-19 Initiative comes from the Jewish organi-
zation’s annual campaign and endowment, as well as access to additional
credit and support from other funders, JUF said in a statement.

The money will be used for:
Emergency financial aid, including cash grants for housing, food, med-

ical care and other essentials for individuals and families. Some assistance
will be provided through synagogues’ Rabbinic Discretionary Funds;

Increased food assistance, including expansion of pantries, grocery gift
cards and meal programs;

Health and safety, including enhanced staffing, trauma counseling and
personal protective equipment for Mount Sinai Hospital, residential pro-
grams and other caregivers serving seniors and people with disabilities; and

Community stability, including emergency operating support and profes-
sional expertise for local Jewish human service and educational agencies.

In addition, the Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia announced that
it is releasing $7.3 million in unrestricted grants for over 30 Greater
Philadelphia organizations, plus an additional $2.5 million for organiza-
tions in Israel to help them weather the coronavirus crisis.

The funds are separate from the federation’s COVID-19 Emergency
Response Fund. Over $1.3 million has been raised in that fund, with about
half already distributed to over a dozen organizations in Philadelphia and
in Israel.
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Comment

Chicago had a Jewish population of
292,000 in 2010, while Philadelphia’s was
214,700 in 2009. But $26 million for coro-

navirus relief in Chicago? That’s one heck of an amount to dole out.
Here in Winnipeg we have the Jewish Federation having launched some

sort of emergency campaign to help Jewish organizations that have been
suffering as a result of the restrictions imposed upon them by the provin-
cial government, but it is not at all clear what the goals of this emergency
campaign are. 

I wrote in an article on our website that “without any clear goals in mind,
just what is the game plan for the Federation?”

In that article I referred to a Free Press article from April 27, which said
that “About 30 Jewish organizations that have taken a financial hit because
of the novel coronavirus will be able to access a relief fund set up by the
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg.”

I wrote, in reaction to what was stated in that article: “Thirty Jewish orga-
nizations have taken a financial hit? Are there even that many in Winnipeg?
I sure don’t see it, unless you count organizations that maintain chapters
here, such as Hadassah, National Council of Jewish Women, etc. 
“But Jewish organizations that maintain offices and might have been
affected financially by the coronavirus? Thirty? Come on.”

Perhaps by the time this is read the Jewish Federation will have taken a
more systematic approach to determining how to assist Jewish organiza-
tions – as the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba has apparently done. As John
Diamond, CEO of the Foundation, noted to me in an email which is quot-
ed in full in my story on page 1, “Recognizing that many organizations are
very thinly staffed and that some are not as adept as others in applying for
funds, the first funding (aggregate $200,000) was distributed, based on
organizations’ operating budgets, to provide basic sustaining funding to all
of the organizations. In addition, we provided an aggregate of $102,000 to
four of Winnipeg’s frontline charities (Winnipeg Harvest, Siloam Mission,
Agape Table, and Main Street Project). 

“Our grants committee and board are now in the process of finalizing the
guidelines for the distribution of the remaining $400,000, which will be
done in two parts.”

That’s $600,000 which the Foundation says it will be distributing to
Jewish organizations here, but when it comes to knowing how much indi-
vidual organizations have received thus far, or how much more they can
expect to receive, well not many directors of organizations are disclosing
that kind of information.

I did hear from several heads of organizations here and, although a few
of them revealed how much they had received from the Foundation in the
first series of cheques that the Foundation issued the final week of April,
other organizations have remained tight lipped.

But, when it comes to assessing the impact that the coronavirus pandem-
ic has had on various organizations, certain truths seem self-evident: The
three organizations that are bound to have taken the hardest hit as a result
of having to close down are the Rady JCC and the two summer overnight
camps: Massad and BB. 

The Rady JCC can measure the economic impact of having to cancel all
programming, including its sports dinner, in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars. As for the two overnight camps – the hit will almost certainly be in
the hundreds of thousands of dollars as well.

Other organizations won’t have been as badly hurt. When I emailed the
heads of various Jewish  organizations here, asking each of them to
describe the impact that the coronavirus has had on their operations, I was-
n’t surprised that I received very few responses in return. The heads of
many of those organizations are preoccupied with just trying to stay afloat
– and as you can see if you read the excerpts of emails sent out by our two
largest synagogues to their members, the impact that the loss of revenue
they would otherwise to have expected to receive by now is immense.

Let’s hope though, that when it comes to determining just how much
assistance needs to be given to various organizations that it’s not a case of
the organizations that have the most clout being able to take an earlier seat
at the table. We all know that certain organizations here have a solid con-
stituency of supporters who can be called upon to lobby for them; in the
current situation, however, the only consideration should be the actual
financial need of a particular organization, not how powerful an organiza-
tion’s supporters are.

On a final note, as organizations go, the Gwen Secter Centre is among
the smallest of all Jewish organizations in this city, but the role its tiny staff
has played in providing relief to hundreds of Jewish seniors cannot be
overrated. When I heard from Gwen Secter Executive Director Becky
Chisick that it was going to have turned out 194 meals – free of charge to
the seniors who are receiving them, by the time the week ending May 8
was done, I was absolutely floored. That is a testament to the dedication of
everyone working at Gwen Secter that they have stepped in to fill a need
when Meals on Wheels announced early on in this epidemic that it was
unable to take any new applicants. When this emergency is finally over –
whenever that day comes, the staff at Gwen Secter deserve to receive a spe-
cial salutation from the Jewish community for what they have been able to
do.

Short takes
(Continued)

Ed. note: The following letter from Joel Lazer responds to an article
which I had written and which was posted to our website about the Jewish
Federation’s emergency campaign to help Jewish organizations here (not
to be confused with what the Jewish Foundation is doing). 

In that article I referred to an article that had appeared in the April 27
issue of the Free Press and which said that the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg would be providing assistance to Jewish organizations in
Winnipeg. That article said the following:

"About 30 Jewish organizations that have taken a financial hit because
of the novel coronavirus will be able to access a relief fund set up by the
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg."

I wrote: “Thirty Jewish organizations have taken a financial hit? Are
there even that many in Winnipeg? I sure don't see it, unless you count
organizations that maintain chapters here, such as Hadassah, National
Council of Jewish Women, etc.

“But Jewish organizations that maintain offices and might have been
affected financially by the coronavirus? Thirty? Come on.”

Here is Joel Lazer’s letter, in response to my article:
Re: “Jewish Federation to provide emergency assistance for organiza-

tions - but why?” (May 1), you question why the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg is engaging in fundraising efforts in reaction COVID-19, with
the assumption that many organizations have not or will not feel any
adverse financial effects as a result of recent events.

The Federation’s COVID-19 Community Relief Fund was started to
address the anticipated needs of all of Winnipeg’s Jewish institutions,
which are confronting serious and growing short and long-term financial
risks in the wake of COVID-19.

As the organization tasked with planning and allocating resources to
strengthen Winnipeg’s Jewish community, the  COVID-19 Community
Relief Fund was started to centralize those fundraising requests and ensure
that they are met – today, and in the weeks and months ahead.

We have been inspired and humbled by the response of our community
who have shown strength and resilience in coming together to help wher-
ever they can, and we will continue sharing the most recent and pressing
community needs throughout the course of the campaign.

Joel Lazer, President
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg

LETTER

At least 1,300 French Jews have died of COVID-19

By CNAAN LIPHSHIZ
May 8, 2020 (JTA) — At

least 1,300 members of
France’s Jewish community
have died of COVID-19, the
country’s Jewish burial service
said.

The French chevra kadisha,
the Jewish term for those who
provide Jewish burial services,
reported the figure this week
after declining to disclose any
numbers since the outbreak of the pandemic in France in March, the Makor
Rishon daily reported Friday.

Hundreds have been flown to be buried in Israel, according to the report,
and some estimates speak of 2,000 Jewish fatalities.

Among the French Jews who contracted the virus and recovered was Joel
Mergui, the president of the Consistoire group that provides religious ser-
vices for Orthodox Jews.

The numbers show that the French Jewish community has been the worst
hit in Europe by far. The United Kingdom has recorded 372  Jewish deaths.
France has about 500,000 Jews, double the number of the U.K. communi-
ty.

In France and the United Kingdom, the numbers of COVID-19 fatalities
rely on the number of Jewish burials held. It does not include those who
were Jewish but did not have a Jewish burial.

According to the 1,300 tally, Jews make up about 5% of the 25,897
COVID-19 fatalities recorded in France. That statistic means that French
Jews’ share of the death toll is six times larger than their share of the pop-
ulation.



maximum capacity of 50 and, as a
result, the David and Ruth Asper Early
Learning Centre on Grosvenor had now
also reopened (on Monday, May 4). At

the time that I spoke with Rob (which was on May 7), he said there were
now 10 kids at the day care on Grosvenor.

As far as any other programming at the Rady JCC goes, like just about
everything else, it’s all up in the air. “We are planning our programming for
the fall,” Rob said, but
whether it will proceed
as planned, of course,
is totally unknown.

While the Rady JCC
has seen an almost
total shutdown of all
activities, the Gwen
Secter Centre has
found itself in a situa-
tion where it is being
called upon to serve an
unexpectedly vital role
in the Jewish commu-
nity.

As I noted in our
April 15 issue (which
was our last printed
issue), “the Gwen
Secter Centre has
stepped up to fill a
void left by the inabil-
ity of Meals on
Wheels to take on any
new applicants.

“Gwen Secter
Executive Director
Becky Chisick told me that the kitchen staff (which consists of only two
women, Galina Melenevska and Cathy Koltowski) had been busy all week

the week of March 30-April 3 preparing some 60 meals for seniors who had
been unable to register for Meals on Wheels.”

When I contacted Becky again on May 5 to ask her whether the kitchen
staff was turning out as many meals as it had been when I last spoke with
her, she sent me the following email response:

This week we are sending out 194 meals (emphasis mine, Ed.) - a huge
increase from the first week of 6 meals. When I started organizing this ini-
tiative I figured that we would eventually get to around 120 meals weekly.
The recipients of the meals are beyond grateful. I get regular phone calls
expressing appreciation not only for the meals but the friendly wave (and
smile if someone isn’t in a mask) from outside their windows. We are so
happy to be a part of something so special during these unpredictable times. 

Currently it is still Cathy & Galina in the kitchen. The numbers have
increased so rapidly that we are considering a part-time kitchen assistant. 

“We did receive support from JFM and we are very grateful.  Additional
support is coming from:

The Azrieli Foundation
The Winnipeg Foundation 
Seniors Can!
Foodrescue 
“Starting this week we are including challahs every Friday so everyone

will have the opportunity to celebrate Shabbat in their homes.” 

And, although I did ask the directors of every Jewish organization that is
a beneficiary agency of the Jewish Federation to send me a brief descrip-
tion what the major impact has been upon their organization as a result of
COVID-19, I received only one response from the director of a Jewish
organization, who asked that their response not be quoted.

I’m sure, like many of you though, you
received an email from a synagogue describing
the difficulties that synagogue is now facing.
Here is an excerpt from an email sent out by
the Shaarey Zedek to its members:

“Over the last number of weeks, we have
been working to mitigate as much as possible
the impact on our congregants and community during this pandemic. The
need to still be your synagogue during these times was paramount in all our
decision making. Our Executive was very mindful in terms of the financial
impact this was and continues to be on the well-being of our institution.
Obviously, our revenue streams have been affected in many areas. With the
closure of the building many events scheduled to take place in our syna-
gogue have either been postponed to later dates or cancelled outright. All
Bar / Bat Mitzvahs for May & June have been postponed. Rabbi Leibl, the
head of our B’nai Mitzvah program has been working directly with the
families impacted by this decision, to reschedule to a more suitable date.
Major Dinners, Galas and celebrations scheduled to take place at the shul
have been postponed. This includes the Gray Academy Graduation Dinner
and Dance, which we were all looking forward to hosting. All the above
translates into significant reduced revenues to our Catering department.

“Some of our other revenue streams, such as Membership Dues,
Donations, Programming Registrations, etc., have all been drastically
reduced with the shutdown of the building.

“To offset a great deal of this loss in revenues, we have significantly
reduced many of our ongoing expenses. It was decided and agreed that
rather than layoff some staff with uncertainties as to their expected return,
for the short term all staff would have their salaries drastically reduced. We
will also be applying to the CEWS (Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy)
which should help retain our staff, at least until Mid-June. We have creat-
ed new, albeit reduced, revenue streams through our catering department.
Joel Lafond and staff prepared and supplied significant Passover meals to
many of our congregants. After this, he developed a Takeout Menu with
Friday pickups, which has been greatly received by many. Thank you to all
who are supporting us in this initiative. I encourage you to check out our
Takeout Menu on our website if you have not already done so.

“Our cemetery operations have not been affected as much by Covid19, as
we are still able to perform funerals. However, with the coming of spring
it remains to be seen as to how we maintain our cemetery over the summer
due to reduced resources. All major projects at the cemetery, which include
maintenance and repair of concrete stripping and borders, and headstone
repairs are done in the summer months when warm weather better allows
for the work. Also, the main tasks of cutting the grass and removal of weeds
and diseased trees account for much of the labour expense incurred over
the summer. An area yet to be determined will be the planting of flowers
on our graves, as this requires a significant amount of money, time and
manpower. The Board of Directors in conjunction with the Cemetery com-
mittee will need to determine whether this should be a consideration for
this year.

“With the closing of our building to the public, our expenses have
dropped significantly. We want you to know that overall, we are doing okay
and are preparing for the safe return to activities in our synagogue and com-
munity. Our
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We ran this picture in our April 15 issue, just
after the kitchen staff at Gwen Secter had
produced 60 meals for Jewish seniors from
March 30-April 3, all delivered free of
charge.Since then, the staff has increased
production of meals to the point where they
sent out 194 meals the week of May 4-8.
So, we thought we’d give another shout-out to
(l-r): GALINA MELENEVSKA , BECKY
CHISICK, CATHY KOLTOWSKI

Continued on next page. See “Organizations”.

Organizations
(Continued from page 1.)
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Executive Committee and senior staff
have been working on scenarios and
preparing various budgets based upon
when and how we emerge from these

most unusual times. We are beginning to plan for scheduled B’nai Mitzvahs
in the Fall and Spring and have rescheduled many of the earlier events that
were postponed. We are now in the planning stages for our upcoming High
Holy Days and want you to know that we will do everything possible to
ensure we are able to celebrate together in a healthy, safe environment.”

In an email sent out by Congregation Etz Chayim to members, much
the same sentiment as was expressed
in the Shaarey Zedek email was pre-
sent:

“…And so, we adapt, we learn,
and we serve our congregation—
our community—in unconvention-
al ways. Unfortunately, our new

reality—though temporary—has put us in a precarious situation financial-

ly. Many of our programs and events have been cancelled or postponed,
including B’nai Mitzvah, community events, the annual golf tournament,
and other catered functions that typically generate substantial revenue. To
be blunt, there is very little money coming in. 

“We have already made some tough decisions to adjust our staffing and
cut other expenses, and we continue to look for additional savings. We have
applied for funding from government and community programs, but there
is still uncertainty around the nature and timing of this possible funding.

“We will emerge from this challenging period a stronger, healthier, and
more tightly knit community deeply committed to enriching Jewish life.
Imagine the joy we will all experience the first time we gather in person
at Etz Chayim for a simcha or for Shabbat. And imagine the comfort we
will bring to each other in times of sorrow when we can meet face-to-face
in our sanctuary.

“These days will come, but we need your help to weather the storm until
we can start generating new revenue again.”

Organizations
(Continued from page 6.)

By BERNIE BELLAN 

J
ewish and Child Family Service is a multi-faceted
organization providing services to individuals in a
host of different areas.

One of the areas in which the expertise of JCFS staff
is proving to be most effective in these extraordinarily
difficult times - even as we begin to ease up on the
incredibly stringent restrictions under which most of us
have been living, is in the area of counselling.

Recently I spoke with Shelley Levit, who is Supervisor of Counselling
Services at JCFS and who herself is a professional counsellor.

I began our phone conversation by asking Shelley how the counselling
staff has been adapting to the changed environment - from being able to see
clients in person to having to speak to them over the phone or perhaps on
a computer.

Shelley explained: "We've been busy - working remotely. We're trying to
develop new and creative ways to connect with clients to try to meet their
needs.

"In that vein," she added, "what we're doing is offering three free coun-
selling sessions to individuals - in both the Jewish and general communi-
ties because our counselling program is the only program in the agency
that's being offered to the general community as well as the Jewish com-
munity.

Shelley continued: "That's because it's operated on a fee for service basis
- on a sliding scale, so people pay anywhere from $10-95 per session.

"It's clinical counselling that we're talking about. This would be similar
to going to a private therapist. Offering counselling on a sliding scale basis
is something that you don't see often, other than with a few other agencies
in the city.

"It's something that's usually in high demand," Shelley observed, "but
right now we have to get the word out about these services.

"A lot of people think that because we're a Jewish agency," she said, "they
can't access these services - and that's not so. People say it's the best hid-
den secret once they get to our services and they experience them for them-
selves, and they say: 'Wow!'

"We have a shorter wait list than services offered by other agencies that
offer them on a sliding scale," Shelley noted, "but it's still not as well
known as it should be what we can provide for people who could well use
our services.

"So, what we're offering right now is offering three free counselling ses-
sions. People are struggling financially right now. We've seen a lot of that.
They've lost their jobs, or they've had a decrease in their income for vari-
ous reasons, and more people are feeling anxious and stressed and could
really benefit from our services."

I said to Shelley that we're living in extraordinarily difficult times, but I
wondered what kind of clients JCFS usually sees for psychological coun-
selling?

She answered: "Normally we get couples coming in for marriage coun-
selling; we deal with issues of anxiety, loss, and bereavement; parenting -
all sorts of issues."

Shelley added that people are still dealing with the same sorts of issues
but problems have become hugely magnified as a result of the stressful
conditions which most of us are experiencing.

"People who would normally not experience anxiety, for instance, now

find that they're feeling anxious," she said..
She went on to cite domestic violence as a particular

issue that's reared its ugly head. "There are more par-
enting type issues - you're stuck home with your kids.
People are getting stressed and overwhelmed."

How it works, Shelley explained, "is that someone
will call JCFS (204-477-7430) and speak to an intake
worker who will take some basic information. Based
on that they'll be assigned to one of our therapists and

then the therapist will call them and set up an appointment.
"All our counsellors have graduate degrees - masters of social work, edu-

cational psychology, marriage and family therapy and masters in coun-
selling psychology.  They're all quite experienced.

"We can see them over Zoom or on a phone call."

In some ways the workload for JCFS counsellors has actually decreased
in recent times, much as the need has increased. "Some people don't have
a computer," Shelly noted, "or they're just not comfortable doing it that
way" (remotely).

"We want to make it clear that we are open for business - and we'll do it
virtually - and it can be just as effective (as doing it in person). There's a
lot of research on virtual counselling."

"Even as we begin to reopen services," Shelley says, "we're not going to
get back to normal. We're going to be in a 'new normal'. When that takes
place we will begin offering groups again - mental health support groups,
bereavement groups, and parenting groups."

She adds though that "We can't have a large number of people when we
do start to ease up on the restrictions that are going to be gradually lifted.

"So, right now we're developing online support groups, webinars - that's
what we're working on at the moment."

I mentioned that our news service (Jewish Telegraphic Agency) has been
sending us a lot of material about what people are doing in lieu of holding
a shiva. I wondered whether JCFS is doing anything for people in that sit-
uation?

"There are a lot of bereavement issues," Shelley noted. "The funeral is
small, they can't have a shiva; usually we have rituals that provide us with
comfort and support. All that's missing at this point.

"In terms of bereavement- the loss of a loved one is excruciatingly diffi-
cult at the best of times. It is markedly more so during the challenging
times we are currently faced with. Families who have lost a loved one, are
unable to engage in the various mourning rituals that typically provide
comfort and support. Funerals, sitting shiva, visits from family and friends
are key elements in our healing journey. Physical distancing and the inabil-
ity to gather in large groups interferes with this.

"We are currently in discussion about how to best meet the needs of
grieving individuals and families now that we are unable to offer our
bereavement support groups. We would ideally be able to work with
Winnipeg synagogues in this endeavour.

"Also, a group for anxiety. We're not just talking about people who may
have an anxiety disorder. We have clients like that in normal times; right
now we're hearing from people who don't normally experience anxiety."

As far as the billing goes for counselling sessions," Shelley explained at
the end of our conversation, "people give a credit card number prior to each
session. A lot of times it's the minimum fee of $10 that we charge."

The number for JCFS again: 204-477-7430

Jewish Child and Family Service offers counselling in these stressful times
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SARAH WOLOVICK (née SIRKIS)
Sarah Wolovick (nee

Sirkis) peacefully passed
away on April 16, 2020 at
 the Saul and Claribe
Simkin Centre  in Winni
peg  at the age of 93. Th
funeral took place at the
Shaarey Zedek Cemetery
and via live streaming on
April 19, 2020.

Sarah is survived by: her four children, Karen (David)
Faber, Marilyn Wolovick, Dave (Maria Helena)
Wolovick, and Barry Wolovick; her seven grandchil-
dren, Tara (Kris) Debreuil, Marnie (Carlo) Guzzi,
Daniel Wolovick, Andy (Georges Bolduc-Wolovick)
Wolovick, Brendan Wolovick, Mikaela Wolovick, and
Abby Wolovick; two great- grandchildren, Melody
Debreuil and Ezra Wolovick; and her sister-in-law,
Marthe Gaudette.

After almost 70 years of marriage, Sarah was prede-
ceased by her beloved husband, Morley Meyer
Wolovick on  May 12, 2017. She was predeceased by
her parents, Tanya (Toby) and David Sirkis; her  two
brothers, Hy and Rubin Sirkis; her  son-in-law, Rich
Claxton; and her daughter-in-law, Pam Wolovick.

Heartfelt thanks to the compassionate caregivers of
the Saul and Claribel Simkin Centre and to her com-
panion, Suzie Deacon, for her regular visits . In lieu of
flowers, donations may be made to the charity of
choice.

MORRIS CHAPNICK
It is with great sadness

we announce the passing
of our dear father, zaida,
zaida-zaida, uncle and
brother Morris Chapnick
on April 13, 2020.

He was predeceased by
his parents Abraham and
Edith, wife Thelma, twin
sister (at age 3), and his
sister Anne Girvitz.

He is survived by his chil-
dren, Sid (Fern) and

 Sharon (Stan) Zynoberg.
His grandchildren, Michael (Lynn), Kelly (Dave),

Marc (Tammy), Colin (Amanda), David (Jen). His
great-grandchildren, Jacob, Juliana (Cam), Megan,
Jamie, Hayley, Kirstyn, Brayden, Ethan, Caleb, Rory
and Gabriella.  Great-great grandchildren, Deklyn,
Aleigha, Levi, Rose and Hunter.  Brother Allen, sister
Sarah Wilner, brother-in-law Gerry Girvitz, and sister-
in-law Bernice Goldhar.

His death leaves us saddened but uplifted in spirit
because of our many memories of a life well lived.

Morris was born in Poland on April 29, 1923. Morris
met Thelma in their teens and married when they were
both 19 years old while he was serving in the Air Force
during World War II. They were soulmates and mar-
ried for 62 and ? years.

Morris was an accountant. During tax season he and
Thelma worked side-by-side doing personal tax re-
turns. Morris was one of a kind, a forward thinker.
Unlike many of his contemporaries he didn’t recoil at
the sight of technological advancement. 

The two cherished the moment they became grand-
parents. They were hands on from babysitting to taking
their grandchildren on road trips. Morris enjoyed many
years of travel beginning with their first road trip in
1957 when he travelled with his family to Toronto.
They continued this tradition for the next 50 years
across most of Canada and the United States. Morris
and Thelma also made their way to Israel on several
occasions and Hawaii was one of their favorite winter
spots.  They brought their children, grandchildren, and
great grandchildren with them to soak up the sun.

Morris was very involved in community life: a found-
ing member of the Bnay Abraham Synagogue - on the
board for many years, a board member of the General
Monash Legion, and a member of the Gwen Secter
Centre.

Morris was strong willed; he lived in his own home
and drove until the age of 94. 

Morris’s biggest delight was his family - they meant
everything to him. Morris taught his kids and grand-
children love, patience, humour, and generosity. May
we continue to be inspired by this wonderful role
model.

A graveside funeral service was held at the Bnay
Abraham Cemetery on April 14, 2020 officiated by
Rabbi Kliel Rose. Pallbearers were Stan Zynoberg,
Michael Chapnick, Kelly Singleton, Marc Zynoberg,
Colin Chapnick and David Zynoberg. 

Thank you to all of his many caregivers especially
Alysha, Beata and Abdi Hakim as well as River Ridge
II and Home Instead.

Donations may be made to the Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba - Morris and Thelma Chapnick Endowment
Fund, or a charity of your choice.

OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Unveilings and In Memoriams,
$4 per column inch in online edition. Extra charge for
photo $15. Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

In Memoriam
31st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

LEE SLUSKY
who passed away
April 25th, 1989

20 Days in Nissan
Time has not dimmed the
memory of your unconditional
love, unwavering devotion and
gentle strength.
Gone from our lives but never
from our hearts...
— Loved, missed and
remembered always by your
children Maxa and Cliff,
Jeff and Cindy and your
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren, in whom you
are immortalized.

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORTON SLUSKY
who passed away
March 23, 2018
7 Days in Nissan

Although you are gone, you
will be with us forever.
— Missed and loved always
by your children Maxa and
Cliff, Jeff and Cindy, your
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

10th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ELANA (DIL)
PALAY

who passed away
April 26, 2010
13 days in Iyar

— Forever remembered and
sadly missed by her family and
friends.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
MAY 13-20

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY GOOT
who passed away

May 27, 1954
24 Days in Iyar

— Ever remembered by Fran,
Bev and families.

RABBI JOSPEH PERETZ WEIZMAN
(1920-2020)

Rabbi Joseph Peretz
Weizman, devoted hus-
band, father, grandfather,
great-grandfather, and pil-
lar of the Winnipeg Jewish
community for over 50
years, died on April 21,
2020, Yom Hashoah.  He
was 99 years old.  He was
predeceased by his parents,
5 siblings all of whom were
murdered in the Holocaust
and by his wife Riva.  He is

survived by his children Sam (Agi) Weizman and Tzila
(Yacov) Schneid, 6 grandchildren; David (Debra),
Amy (Micah), Adam (Joanna), Aliza (Mark), Adina
(Ryan), Elana (Shane), and 15 great-grandchildren.

Peretz was born in Lodz, Poland in November 1920.
He had a happy childhood with a tight knit extended
family, successful family business in pharmaceutical
wholesale, and a strong faith as followers of the Ger
Rabbi.  However, this life was destroyed in 1939 and
his entire family was murdered by the Nazis during the
Holocaust.  He was the sole survivor.  He returned to
Lodz after the war and rebuilt a new life.  He met Riva
and they married in 1946.  They had their first child,
Sam, in 1947 in Poland.  They moved to Israel and in
1952 had Tzila.  Following the advice of his wife’s
cousin, the family immigrated to Winnipeg, Manitoba
in 1953.  Arriving with nothing but his family, brilliant
mind, and excellent oratory and people skills, he ini-
tially worked as a teacher at the local Jewish day school
and then completed his rabbinical studies.  In 1960 he
became the Rabbi of Bnai Abraham Synagogue.  This
would be his pulpit for over 50 years as the synagogue
grew to become one of Western Canada’s largest
congregations.  He participated in the life events of
most of Winnipeg’s Jewish Community and became a
prominent figure not only among Canada’s Jewish
community but also among clergy of other Faiths as
well as government leaders.  He was a published author
and the subject an exhibit at the Marion and Ed Vickar
Jewish Museum of Western Canada.  He also served
briefly as the Rabbi at Beth Emeth Bais Yehuda Syna-
gogue in Toronto.  In 2009, he relocated to Toronto,
Ontario to be closer to his children.  Although he no
longer had a congregation of his own, he continued his
rabbinical duties to the end, providing support and
wisdom to his new community.  He was a devoted
husband to his beloved wife Riva, particularly in her
last years when she was ill.  He was a doting grandfa-
ther and great-grandfather and his close relationship
with his great grandchildren brought him tremendous
joy.  Despite all the hardships he endured in life, his
sense of humor and quick wit never left him and there
was not a scenario for which Peretz could not apply a
joke or anecdote.  He touched countless lives and his
memory will live on forever.

The family would like to express its thanks to the
staff of Kensington Place, the staff of Sunnybrook
Health Sciences Centre, and to Rabbi Morrison of Beth
Emeth Bais Yehuda Synagogue.  Funeral services
were held at Pardes Shalom Cemetery on April 23,
2020.  Memorial donations can be made to the Neuberger
Holocaust Education Centre, the Jewish Heritage Cen-
tre of Western Canada, or a charity of your choice.
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In loving memory of

TILLIE GOREN
who passed away

May 24, 2014
24 days in Iyar

— Forever remembered and
sadly missed by her husband,
children, daughters-in-law,
grandchildren, siblings,
nieces and nephews.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACK
LICHTMAN

who passed away
May 30th, 2016
22 days in Iyar

— A kind and gentle man.
Always remembered and sadly
missed by your loving family
and friends.

4th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
loving sister

ANNE (PELTZ)
MOYLE

who passed away
May 26, 1973

24 Days in Iyar 5733
A day to remember, sad to recall
Without farewell, you left us all
Till memory fades and life
departs
You will live forever in our
hearts.
— Always remembered and
missed by sisters, brothers-in-
law, aunts, uncles and other
relatives.

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAM
ROITMAN
who passed away

May 9, 2018
24 days in Iyar

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his children
and grandchildren.

In loving memory of

ELIZABETH
LEIGH

SCHACHTER
who passed away

May 19, 2018
5 days in Sivan

… a giving spirit
… a loving heart
… a beautiful soul
— Sadly missed and always
remembered. Marie Barrett,
Harley Schachter and
Roxana Tarin Pisheh
Jeffrey Schachter and Elan
Marchinko,  Daniel  Schachter
and Melisa Poiron

In Memoriam
2nd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
24th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ROSE WILDER
who passed away

May 14, 1996
25 Days in Iyar

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In remembrance of

BELLA ODWAK
who passed away

April 19, 1975
8 Days in Iyar (5735)

— Loved and eternally missed
by her children Hartley,
Mindy, and family.

In loving memory of

ROBERT
LENOFF

who passed away
May 20, 2017

24 days in Iyar
– Lovingly remembered and
forever in our hearts.
Children,  grandchildren and
great-granddaughters.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ALVIN SLOTIN
who passed away

May 14, 2001
21 Days in Iyar

— Ever remembered by his
sons, daughter, daughters-in-
law, grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACK
(ISADORE)

LABOVITCH
who passed away
May 21st, 2006

22nd Day in Iyar
— Always remembered &
sadly missed by his brother
Irvin, nieces and nephews.

14th Yahrzeit

3rd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACOB
LEINBURD

who passed away
May 21, 1987

22 Days in Iyar
Our hearts still ache with the
pain of your leaving
The tears are silent…
But you will forever be
Remembered by your loving
wife Betty, children Paul, Sorel
and Judy, grandchildren
Lauren, Cole, Jacob, and Noah,
brother Joseph and family.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
MAY 20-27

In Memoriam
31st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our
beloved mom and baba

MENICHA
(MINNIE)

BERENHAUT
who passed away

May 31, 1989
26 Days in Iyar

If I could write a story
It would be the greatest ever told
Of a kind and loving mother
Who had a heart of gold

I could write a million pages
But still be unable to say
Just how much she meant to me
Every single day

I remember all she taught me
I’m hurt but won’t be blue
For she is in everything that I
say and do

She is the music to my heart and
My soul’s piece of calm
I love and miss her dearly
For she will forever be my mom

Forever cherished by her
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In ever-loving memory of
our Beloved Son, Brother, Uncle, Cousin and Friend

Who passed away
May 17th, 2012 at the age of 42

26 Iyar 5772
David, Not a day goes by that we don’t think of You,
The phenomenal person who you were and the lessons you taught
are immeasurable.
Your memory lives strong within us and everyone whose lives you
touched.
We feel your spirit within and know you watch over us and help
guide us daily.
We hear echoes of you every day, your laugh, your warmth, your
generosity, your brilliant sense of humour.
David, We love You to the moon and back, We miss You, You will
always be a part of all our lives.
—  Your Mom Gloria and Dad Jerry, sister Susan, brother Dan
(Melanie) and your precious nieces and nephews, Darrel, Taylor,
Ezri, Leila and Oscar David.
Please consider donating: In memory of David we have established

a Memorial Education Fund at the Jewish Foundation of Man. in
support of research into Signet Ring Cell Cancer.

www.jewishfoundation.org         204-477-7525

DAVID MICHAEL
HARTLEY MOSCOVITCH

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by their family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
SHMUEL-ZVI TESSLER

who passed away
May 14, 1961

28 Days in Iyar

SARAH (SONYA) TESSLER
who passed away erev Shavuot,

June 3, 1970
7 Days in Sivan
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In Memoriam
21st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our
beloved husband,
father and Zaida

PERCY SEGAL
who passed away

May 12, 1999
26 Days in Iyar

Sadly missed and always in
our hearts.
—Forever remembered by his
loving wife, children, and
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SHIRLEY
BARSKY
who passed away

May 29, 2003
27 Days in Iyar

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
17th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

FREDA THAU
who passed away

May 28, 1995
28 Days in Iyar

— Sadly missed by her
children, grandchildren,
sisters-in-law and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SADIE
WOLFSON
who passed away

May 15, 2010
3 days in Sivan

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her husband
Mike, children, grand-
children and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SHLOMO (SAM)
YURMAN
who passed away

May 21, 2015
3rd day in Sivan

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
mother and grandmother

SHIRLEY
CRAMER

ZABENSKIE
who passed away

May 18, 2012
26 days in Iyar

— Always remembered and
terribly missed by her
children, grandchildren,
family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ALLEN
BILLINGHURST

who passed away
June 3, 2008

29 Days in Iyar

Deep bonds of love
are indissoluble

— Always in our thoughts
forever  in our hearts .
Your wife Cookie, Marla and
Steven, Tracee and Aaron and
grandchildren Teddy, Carson,
Sutton, Stafford, and his
namesake Alann.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS
BROWN

who passed away
June 1, 1970

26 Days in Iyar, 5730
— Sadly missed and always
will be remembered by your
family.

In Memoriam
16th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

NAOMI AVIVAH
KATZ

who passed away
May 19, 2004

28 Days in Iyar
— Ever remembered by her
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SOPHIE (SHIFFIE)
LAZARECK WOLK

who passed away
May 29, 1992

27 Days in Iyar
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

VERA
OMNITSKY

who passed away
May 14, 2010
1 day in Sivan

— Ever loved and remembered
by her family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

STEVEN
POLLOCK
who passed away

May 22, 2010
Steven
We weren’t ready to say
goodbye.
And the hole you left in our
hearts gets deeper every day.
The loss we feel will never go
away.
You’re somewhere over the
rainbow where skies are blue
We miss you so much.
— Love your mother Phyllis,
Gary and Laura, Randi,
Robby, Karen, your
wonderful daughter Lauren,
and so many special friends.

In loving memory of

LYNN
ROSENFIELD

who passed away
May 17, 1985

26 Days in Iyar
Time goes by but memories stay
Never more than a thought
away
Quietly remembered, day by
day
No need for words, except to
say
Still loved, still missed, every
passing day.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children
and grandchildren.
"Forever in our hearts"

In Memoriam In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MIKE SILVER
who passed away

June 10, 2005
3 Days in Sivan

—Always remembered and
sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ROWENA
GREENBERG

who passed away
May 23, 2009

29th day of Iyar
— Always remembered,
forever  loved, and sadly
missed by your husband,
children, and grandchildren
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Yiddish page

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment 
Trust at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish colum
Nancy Sinkoff’s  “From Left to Right: Lucy S.

Dawidowicz, the New York Intellectuals, and the Politics
of Jewish History”, is the intellectual biography of one
of the most interesting Jewish historians specializing in
the Holocaust and Eastern Europe. Born in the Bronx to
Yiddish speaking left wing parents, Dawidowicz due to
the Holocaust, the Cold War, and Zionism, made the
gradual switch from left to right. Her story is the story of
American Jewish New Conservatism.  

Deep layoffs at Jewish Federations
of North America, the organiza-
tion tasked with helping Jewish

nonprofits through the crisis

May 6, 2020 (JTA) – The nonprofit organization leading
an emergency coalition to coordinate the Jewish response
to the pandemic-induced financial crisis has itself slashed
its staff.

Jewish Federations of North America, an umbrella group
of communal fundraising and programming organizations
across the country, announced layoffs and executive salary
cuts in a message to board members and federation execu-
tives Wednesday.

“We need to redirect resources,” CEO Eric Fingerhut and
chair Mark Wilf said in the message. “Accordingly, we
have today implemented a plan to reduce the number of
full-time employees at JFNA so that we can aggressively
pursue the priority needs that have become clear during this
emergency period.”

The letter did not specify how many staff members were
laid off, or what they do at the organization, and a
spokesperson declined to comment on the staff changes.

But multiple sources familiar with JFNA confirmed that
the cuts ran deep, with as many as 37 staff members laid
off, out of a total staff size of about 180 in the United States
and Israel.

The news comes as the work of local federations in gath-
ering and distributing communal funds is perhaps more
important than ever but when its sources of income – in the
form of dues from local federations as well as direct dona-
tions – are imperiled by the financial crisis.

The letter stressed that the umbrella organization would
continue to support local federations with fundraising as
they acknowledged the difficulty of that work.

JFNA took on that effort just six weeks ago, when it
announced that it would lead an emergency coalition to
respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The coalition was
formed, in part, to help laid-off employees of Jewish orga-
nizations, including federations, as budgets tightened.

But the same conditions that imperil local organizations
are affecting the umbrella group, according to the letter.
Fundraising is challenging, and some long-standing lines
of work are not practical during the pandemic.

“The usual ways we have built the financial support for
our work are not available to us right now,” wrote
Fingerhut and Wilf. “Missions, community events and
even visits to our donors’ homes and offices are going to be
severely limited for the near future.”

JFNA organizes international trips for donors as well as
training and conferences for federation staff across the
country. With social distancing in place, those activities are
likely canceled for the next several months.

Fingerhut also announced that he would take a temporary
10% salary reduction and that seven senior leaders would
cut their salaries by 5%. According to the most recent tax
filing available, Fingerhut’s predecessor, Gerrold
Silverman, earned $634,849 in 2017.

JFNA’s layoffs come as other Jewish organizations begin
to shed staff as they reckon with the changed world. Hillel
International, the umbrella organization for Jewish student
life centers on campus, laid off or furloughed more than
20% of its staff last month.

Local Jewish organizations that rely on service fees have
also been hit hard, such as one Jewish community center
that laid off all but two of its 178 employees.

JFNA serves as an umbrella organization for 146 Jewish
federations and 300 smaller “network” communities,
which together employ around 10,000 people, and distrib-
utes a total of $3 billion annually for social services and
educational programs in Israel and North America.
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Books (& Movies)

New movie by Barry Levinson to be released about Holocaust survivor – and great boxer, Harry Haft

Harry Haft Survivor of
Auschwitz, Challenger
of Rocky Marciano by
Alan Scott Haft (Syracuse
University Press 208
pages paperback $14.95
US) is the firsthand testi-
mony of the author’s

father, Harry Haft (July 28, 1925-November 3,
2007), “a Holocaust survivor with a singular story of
endurance, desperation, and unrequited love,” noted
an earlier commentary on the book.

“Harry Haft was a sixteen-year-old Polish Jew
when he entered a concentration camp in 1944,”
says online material about Haft. “Forced to fight
other Jews in bare-knuckle bouts for the perverse
entertainment of SS officers, Haft quickly learned
that his own survival depended on his ability to
fight and win. Ultimately escaping the camp, Haft
left an embittered and pugnacious young man.
Determined to find freedom, Haft traveled to America and began a career
as a professional boxer, quickly finding success using his sharp instincts
and fierce confidence.

“In a historic battle, Haft fights in a match with Rocky Marciano, the
future undefeated heavyweight champion of the world. Haft’s boxing
career takes him into the world of such boxing legends as Rocky Graziano,
Roland La Starza, and Artie Levine, and he reveals new details about the
rampant corruption at all levels of the sport. Harry Haft is an embattled sur-
vivor, challenging the reader’s capacity to understand suffering and find
compassion for an antihero whose will to survive threatens his own human-
ity. Haft’s account, at once dispassionate and deeply absorbing, is an extra-
ordinary story and an invaluable contribution to Holocaust literature.”

Now, the story has been made into a major motion picture.
The biographical movie, , is directed by  (Rain Man, Wag the Dog, and

numerous other movies), and stars  as the title character. The cast also
includes Danny DeVito, Vicky Krieps, Peter Sarsgaard, and John
Leguizamo, notes Wikipedia and the International Movie Database. The
movie will be released sometime this year on a streaming service.

Alan Haft, a retired lawyer in Albuquerque New Mexico, agreed to con-
duct an interview with The Jewish Post & News about his father, the book
and the upcoming movie. It was done via email. 

JP&N: What prompted you to write the book about your father?
Alan Haft: Ever since I was a college student, my father had been ask-

ing me to write the story of his life. I did not want to. I did not want to hear
any of his excuses for his abusive behavior, experienced by me, my broth-
er and sister, and mother.

But, in 2003, he was diagnosed with lung cancer - and he expressed gen-
uine remorse for his treatment of his family.   Although his memory was
slipping, I felt it was the last opportunity to learn what made him who he
was.

It took several weeks to record his story, and months to write. It reads like
a journal, hampered by his inability to express himself and failing memo-
ry.

JP&N: What was your relationship like with your father?
AH: My relationship with my father was torturous. As a boy I was forced

to work at an early age at his fruit and vegetable stand (pushcarts) on Blake
Ave. in Brooklyn, then in various fruit and vegetable stores he had in
African American neighborhoods.

My mother was American, and my father was a “refugee”. He could not
read or write, so he could not help me with my homework, or throw a base-
ball and have a catch. My discipline was brutal beatings, and the belt was
fast to come off his pants.

I was under constant pressure to get good grades, without any help - and
since he was known in our neighborhood as ‘Harry the Fighter,’ all the
other kids took pleasure in beating me up. If I lost a fight, even with some-
one years older, I’d get beat up again by him at home. My mother also suf-
fered physical and emotional abuse. He was always out at night, either
gambling or chasing women. I often slept with a bottle under my pillow in
case he came back drunk and wanted to hurt me.

He had terrible nightmares, and a raging temper which was easy to set
off. He threatened suicide all the time, scaring me half to death, forcing me
to cry and beg him not to. 

JP&N: I guess, then, that your father wasn’t a religious man?
AH: He lost his faith in God in the camps, and although he grew up in a

Hassidic household, he always expressed his disdain for religion. Strangely
enough, I never went to Hebrew school, but a Bar Mitzvah was important,
so I read the English transliteration of the Torah.

JP&N: Writing the book must have
been an emotionally wrenching experience?

AH: I learned about what his life was like as a boy in Poland before the
war.   What surprised me about his Holocaust experience was the number
of civilians, in addition to the other fighters, that he had to kill to survive.

When my mother died I wrote him this letter, but I had no place to mail
it to.

September 30, 2019
Dear Popsie,
You’ve been gone nearly 12 years, and I miss not having a father.

Growing up, you beat me, for my childish misbehavior.   The rage you had
inside, you often took out on me. I feared your very presence.   You broke
furniture and punched out windows – abused mom to no end.   Despite the
abuse, mom always protected you – excused your behavior because of your
“background.” I could not excuse you, until I learned what that back-
ground was. I was ashamed of you. You could not read or write. You spoke
broken English with a thick accent – and had those green numbers on your
arm.

I wish I knew then what I know now. You suffered terribly at the hands
of the Nazis. You saw horror, and were forced to participate in it. After you
told me all about your ordeal, what you had to do just to live another day,
it helped me understand why you were who you were and are who you are.
I now see how sorry you are for the abuse –

How can anyone judge you? They call you a holocaust survivor – but
does anyone really survive. It has been said that the Nazi’s murdered your
soul.  

Popsie, I have spent my later years trying to make the world better for
you. Your story was published by Syracuse University Press, you were
inducted into the Jewish Sports Hall of Fame, there is now a major motion
picture about your life; I know that you would have been happy that I made
you famous.

Despite the physical and psychological abuse – I would want you to know
I forgive you.   Mom died this summer. She was the angel sent by God to
care for you.

Now it’s your turn to take care of her.
Love,
Alan

JP&N: What was the public’s reaction when the hardcopy version of
your book was released some years ago?

AH: After the book was published in 2006 his story took on a life of its
own. Strangers were putting “movie teasers” on the internet. It was repub-
lished in Germany. Reinhard Kleist, a renowned German artist, turned it
into a Graphic Novel.

It has been translated into German, Italian, English, Bulgarian,
Portuguese, French, Greek, Indonesian, Czech, Serbian, Hebrew, Spanish,
Chinese and Macedonian. In 2017 an award winning screenplay was writ-
ten by Justine Gillmer, and it attracted the attention of Barry Levinson.

I read the screenplay and loved it. But aside from approving the treat-
ment, I had no role in the production.

JP&N: Is there anything else you’d like to share with our readers?
AH: I have not seen the movie, but I was shown a 5 minute clip and it

was awesome. Ben Foster, had to play my father from age 16 - late 30’s.
He lost 60 pounds to play the role in the Camps, had to buff up to fight
Roland La Starza and Rocky Marciano, then play my father as an out of
shape late 30’s.

Filming was completed last summer, and was to open in theaters this win-
ter, but COVID- 19 has forced them to sell it to a streaming service, like
Netflix or Amazon. It should be available this year.

Cover of “Harry Haft Survivor of Auchwitz, Challenger of
Rocky Marciano”/Harry Haft shortly before his death in
2007

Harry Haft (centre) with tro-
phy after winning the Jewish
Boxing Championship in
Munich, Germany, January
1946

By

MARTIN ZEILIG
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Comment

The Palestinian leadership’s response to the
COVID -19 situation once again highlights
the double standards that said leadership

follows in regard to its relationship with Israel. 
It brings to mind the scene in the movie

“Casablanca” where police chief Renaud is
announcing that he is closing Rick’s Café because
he has just realized that there is gambling going
on and – just at the same moment – a café employ-
ee gives Renaud his winnings from the casino.

Take Gaza, for example. According to a report by Khaled Abu Toameh,
writing for the Gatestone Institute website on April 27, Hamas has admit-
ted that dozens of doctors from the Gaza Strip have been trained in recent
weeks by Israeli doctors to deal with the Coronavirus epidemic.   He quotes
one Kamal Musa, a spokesperson for the Hamas-controlled Ministry of
Health, writing on his Facebook page (since deleted) that the meeting with
the Palestinian doctors was held at an Israeli military base near the Erez
border crossing between Israel and the Gaza Strip.

In addition, Musa also noted that Israeli medical teams have been train-
ing Palestinian physicians at the Jericho Military Academy in the West
Bank.

In just the last week of April, Abu Toameh further reported, Israel trans-
ferred 96 tons of medical supplies - in addition to some 1,368 truckloads of
goods - through the Kerem Shalom Crossing into the Gaza Strip. The week
before, he added, another 88 tons of medical supplies were transferred from
Israel into the Gaza Strip along with 1,116 truckloads of goods.

And, earlier in April, a PCR machine, an advanced medical device used
for detection of the Coronavirus, was transferred into the Gaza Strip with
the coordination of the Israeli Ministry of Defense.

At the same time, Abu Toameh wrote that Hamas’ leadership is demand-
ing  from Israel help – for free – in detecting and treating COVID -19 cases
in the Gaza Strip, the same leadership is also accusing Israel of biological
warfare (as if the spread of COVID -19 to Gaza is Israel’s fault) and stick-
ing to its guns (pun intended) that it is illegal for any Palestinians in Gaza
to have any interaction with Israelis. Any Gazan who violates the rules is
subject to arrest and imprisonment as is the case, also reported by Abu
Toameh,  of Palestinian journalist and peace activist Rami Aman, who has
been under  by Hamas since April 9 on charges of holding a videoconfer-
ence chat with Israelis to discuss the situation in the Gaza Strip and the out-
break of the Coronavirus pandemic.

Abu Toameh quotes Hamas spokesperson Eyad al-Bozom as reiterating
that “Aman and other Palestinians who participated in the videoconference
with the Israelis are suspected of ‘holding a normalization activity with the
Israeli occupation via the internet -  a crime punishable by law and a betray-
al of our people and their sacrifices.’ “

“If Hamas is opposed to any form of cooperation with Israel,” Abu
Toameh wonders, “why does it continue to allow medical supplies to be
transferred from Israel into the Gaza Strip on an almost weekly basis?

“In the eyes of Hamas and other Palestinians, a videoconference chat
about peace and co-existence is a “form of normalization with the Zionist
entity. If that is true, why does Hamas continue to seek medical assistance
from Israel to combat the coronavirus pandemic?”

And why do Hamas leaders continue to send their own family members
to Israel to be treated in Israeli hospitals?

“If Hamas does not want any contact with Israel,” Abu Toameh writes, “it
should close the Gaza Strip border with Israel and refuse medical supplies
or truckloads of goods and fuel. If Hamas does not want any contact with
Israel, it should stop sending family members of its leaders to receive med-
ical treatment in Israel. If Hamas does not want any form of contact with
Israel, it should stop sending Palestinian doctors to receive training from
Israelis.

“If Hamas does not want any contact with Israel, it should turn to the
Egyptians, who are sitting on the other side of the border with the Gaza
Strip and demand that Egypt and other Arab countries provide them with
medical aid.”

It is not much different in the Palestinian Authority-controlled areas of
Judea and Samaria.   As Caroline Glick reported on the Jewish News
Service website on April 24,  “from the moment the virus arrived in Israel,
the PA’s Health Ministry began cooperating in an unprecedented manner
with its Israeli counterpart. The Palestinians followed Israel’s lead on vir-
tually all aspects of the Coronavirus fight. Palestinian medical teams
received training in Israeli hospitals. Israel provided the PA with testing
kits, protective gear, respirators and other vital equipment for fighting the
pandemic”.

At the same time though, Glick notes that PA Prime Minister Mohamad
Shtayyeh is accusing Israel of “multiple blood libels” including the patent-

ly ridiculous charge that some soldiers “are trying to spread the virus
through the door handles of cars” and that “Israel is using Palestinian work-
ers in Israel as a biological weapon against the Palestinians as a whole.”

Glick quotes Shtayyeh” as saying that Israel “wants the thirty thousand
Palestinians working for Israeli employers to keep working so that they can
get infected with Coronavirus and then go home and infect their fellow
Palestinians”.

Over the past several weeks, she notes “Palestinian Media Watch, an
Israeli NGO which monitors the PA’s media outlets has published multiple
reports of harsh, anti-Semitic incitement in official PA media and social
media outlets. For instance, the Facebook page of the PLO’s Commission
on Prisoners Affairs ran a special video clip to mark “Palestinian Children’s
Day,” earlier in the month accusing Israel of infecting Palestinian minors
in Israeli detention centers. In the “dramatization,” small children in hand-
cuffs were being attacked by a plastic model of the Coronavirus”.

And this: “The PA’s official television network regularly hosts PA
spokesmen who accuse Israeli civilians in Judea and Samaria of deliber-
ately infecting Palestinians with the virus by spitting on them and touching
ATM machines in Palestinian villages“ (where no Israelis are allowed to
enter).

And, with all evidence to the contrary, Glick adds, “Shtayyeh claimed
that Israel refuses to help the Palestinians handle the Coronavirus epidem-
ic and indeed, is deliberately endangering the Palestinians”.

And, just like Hamas, the PA is actively trying (obviously not entirely
successfully) to prevent Palestinians from doing business with Israelis or
working for Israeli companies.

And to top it off, Glick reports, Shtayyeh had the chutzpah to request a
half billion shekel loan from Israel (which Israel agreed to).

And what will the money be used for? Glick asks rhetorically.  “The PA
officially announced that terrorists imprisoned in Israeli jails and their fam-
ilies will receive money before impoverished Palestinians.”

Since the lockdown on March 16 I have been
working on three exciting projects. The first one
is “No School Today, an Autistic Children’s
guide to Covid”. It’s a story about a young boy
with autism who goes down to breakfast, only to
find out that school has been cancelled. His dad
then discusses ways he can stay safe like avoid-
ing big groups - which he was doing already
because of his autism. This book is free on my

website Adamschwartzcomedy.com. 
Another project that I have been working on is called “Covattitude”,

combining the words Corona and gratitude. Many of us have been strug-
gling to remain positive. It’s easy to get overwhelmed by fear right now;
I’m not even reading the news because it’s mostly full of people dying or
losing a loved one or their livelihood. It’s also hard not to feel sad as events
that we have looked forward to all year like Jazz Fest and Fringe Fest have
been cancelled. So it’s hard to stay positive. What I’ve done, and I wel-
come other people to do is to acknowledge two people in your lives every
day who make your life better. I have been creating my list on Facebook
using the hashtag #covattitude. This project allows the writer to focus on
something positive in their lives and the recipients feel amazing when they
are acknowledged. Two people who have made a big difference in my life,
Kalyn Falk and Lara Rae have turned around and wrote beautiful posts
about how I’ve improved their lives. 

Let’s be honest - we often take people for granted. Even before the lock-
down most of us didn’t take time to acknowledge other people and how
they have improved our lives. I personally dwelled on how my autism has
made my life harder. Yet, with all the negativity in the world the thing that
has helped me most is to try and find positives and take a moment to
acknowledge them. I get that this is a very public way of doing it and not
everyone will be comfortable with a project like this. You can thank peo-
ple privately. The reason why I did this so publicly is because positivity
creates more positivity. Reading about other people’s gratitude makes us
really take stock and think about what nice things other people have done
for us as well. I also just really like hearing how other people help each
other improve their lives. Also who doesn’t like reading some positive
news every once in a while?

Finally, every Monday I am putting out videos teaching people how to be
funny in their own lives. Making jokes is extremely cathartic for your
health. It’s allowed me to take things that have power over my life and put
it in a funny context so I’m able to laugh at them. Laughing also releases
endorphins that have been proven to help with stress. It also makes us more
observant and be in the moment as we take stock of funny ideas so we can
share them with other people. The more you train your brain in writing
jokes the more you are able to find humour and joy in your day-to-day life.

OPINION

By

MYRON LOVE

Palestinian COVID-19 response once again shines light on Palestinian leadership’s hypocrisy

By

ADAM SCHWARTZ

How I’ve been coping with the coronavirus pandemic
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Demolition complete of old Chesed Shel Emes house – 
new building expected to be completed in 2021

By BERNIE BELLAN

It was just over a little more than a
year ago that the Chesed Shel
Emes (the Winnipeg Jewish com-

munity’s burial society) launched a
capital campaign, with the intent to
build “a new facility to meet the
needs of the Jewish community for
many years to come,” an announce-
ment in the May 10, 2019 issue of
this paper said.

That announcement went on to say
that “Chesed Shel Emes’s south
building is 114-years-old. It was
built in 1905 as a private residence,
and was purchased by the newly
established Chesed Shel Emes in
1930. The building has met the
needs of thousands of families over
the years, and is showing its age.
The attached chapel, built in 1947, is
in good repair and will be a beautiful
complement to the new building.

“The new building will provide a
better and more comfortable experi-
ence for mourners and other visitors,” says Rena Boroditsky, Executive
Director of the Chesed Shel Emes. “And for our volunteers, we are design-
ing this new space with safety top of mind.”

“Having an effective and dignified infrastructure to prepare the deceased
for burial and to support mourners is something a strong community does
for itself. 

“The funds raised will be used to: demolish the existing south building;
build the new structure; protect the north building during demolition and
construction; and furnish the new building with new equipment. The vision
is of a building that is handsome, durable, and comforting and that includes
state-of-the-art equipment for the care of the deceased. “The new 4,000-
square-foot building will include the following features:

“A new, larger tahara room with stainless steel counters and more room
for volunteers to perform their work safely (“tahara” is the ritual washing
and dressing of a Jewish person in preparation for burial);

“new, state-of-the-art refrigeration units;
“new mechanical lifts for transferring bodies more safely;
“enhanced safety features to improve the experience of volunteers and

ensure the dignity of the deceased;
“expanded storage space for caskets, shrouds, and supplies;
“an elevator for guests and volunteers with mobility issues;
“wheelchair access to the building;
“private meeting spaces for mourners, extended family, and friends to

gather (currently, mourners use the boardroom);
“more comfortable accommodations for shomrim (“shomrim” are guards

who watch over the deceased, so that they are never alone);
“a safer, more accessible back staircase and entrance way;
“enhanced washroom facilities;
“refurbished office space;
“state-of-the-art heating and cooling systems; and other features to create

better conditions for mourners, staff, and volunteers, and to ensure the dig-
nity of the deceased.”

The capital campaign is still ongoing – although it has taken a pause dur-
ing this unprecedented time of global emergency. This past week I spoke
with Rena Boroditsky and with Bob Freedman, former CEO of the Jewish
Federation, and now a fundraising consultant to Jewish organizations.

During our phone conversation we talked about how the capital cam-
paign has gone. As well, we talked about the history of the Chesed Shel
Emes. Following are some excerpts from our conversation:

Bob began the conversation by noting that the “Chesed didn’t come into
existence as an organization until  1930 when they bought the house. Up
until 1930 when someone passed away they would be prepared in the
Jewish tradition - in someone’s home.

“Come 1930 they had a building where the bodies of the deceased would
be prepared – up until a few months ago when that operation was moved
over to Chapel Lawn” Funeral Home.

As far as the move to Chapel Lawn goes, Rena had this to say: “They
have a new 25,000 square foot funeral home that they built on their prop-
erty, so we have a dedicated room; we are not sharing their prep room.
That’s where we are doing tahara; our supplies are kept there.

“We have a dedicated office space, where the shomer sits.”

I asked how the capital campaign has gone to date?
Bob said: “The capital campaign has raised $2.8 million – that’s pretty

darn good. Remember, in a capital campaign donors may honour their
pledges over a number of years; this campaign has had about half the
pledges paid in full, so we have the money to  begin the project now.

“By the way, we’ve successfully connected with about 400 donors that
have already concluded pledges and there are hundreds more that we
haven’t even connected with. This is very much a community organization
that serves every aspect of the community and we want everyone in the
community to participate at whatever level they’re able to. We’re probably
going to extend the campaign because of different circumstances, includ-
ing COVID-19. We probably would have been more active in the past
month or two, but for obvious reasons, took a pause – and so, ending the
campaign around the end of May or June, it’s more realistic now to end it
around the end of 2020.”

I asked how many individual donors there have been?
Rena answered: “I’d say about 400 (including families).”
I said: “That means the average donation works out to about $7,000.”
Bob noted though that “But, we’ve had donations of $18 and we’ve had

a donation of $500,000 – so it varies. Unlike other capital campaigns we’ve
had (like the Campus), there are no dedication opportunities.”

Rena added: “Donors will be recognized on a donor wall in the new
building.”

Bob: “By the way, Bernie, do you know when was the last time the
Chesed ran a dedicated campaign in the community? 1945. That was to
raise money for the chapel, which opened in November 1947.

“The Chesed does have charitable status and people have given money,
but has the Chesed gone out and raised money? No.

“When we got started on the project we had to develop a donor database
because, except for those people who have given money from time to time,
the donor base primarily consists of people who are now deceased.”

I asked whether, once the building is done, people “are going to be able
to walk through and see where the money has gone?”

Rena: “We will still have a shomer space for families. I’ve been giving
tours of the house for the past 20 years – and I’ll still be doing that.

“It’s going to be a two-storey building. It’s going to be a little narrower
than what we currently have but a little bit longer from the front to the
back…We expect to have it done in about a year.”

Bob: “With COVID-19 there’s certainly been a slowdown in construction
activity in the city. We retained Akman Construction as a general contrac-
tor. We’re pretty satisfied that the numbers (from the various sub trades)
that came in are pretty good.”

I noted the Chesed has to keep going – no matter what the situation.
Rena said: “The Chesed Shel Emes never closes. We had 17 people pass

away in April.”
I asked:  “How has it been going to Chapel Lawn? Has it been a fairly

smooth transition?”
Rena: “We haven’t been down even one day. We had a tahara the day

after we moved. It’s been a bit of a learning curve. Their staff is amazing;
they are so accommodating. It’s spotless there. They’ve been wonderful.

“That being said, we are not in our
own space; there’s some accommo-

Demolition of the old house that
was the Chesed Shel Emes’s
south building, and which was
built in 1905, began the first
week in May.

The steps leading up to the old
house are demolished (although
the steps leading up to the chapel
remain intact.)

Removal of the safe, which, as
Bob Freedman found out, con-
tained records of deaths going
back over 100 years.

Continued on next page.

Final demolition of the 115-year-old house
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dation that needs to be made – just in
the way we do things, so we will be
happy to get back to our own space
– but it’s been a very smooth transi-
tion.”

We talked about the effect that
COVID-19 has had on synagogues
here when it comes to arranging
funerals. Rena observed that funer-
als are limited to the pallbearers and
the grave diggers now. As well, there
are no meals of consolation, she
pointed out.

Still, I wondered whether the rela-
tively large number of funerals in
April might have led to a fairly sig-
nificant infusion of money into the
synagogues.

Rena pointed out that the likelihood was that many of those funerals had
been prepaid, so that wouldn’t have added to the synagogue’s cash flows.
“They may be busy but that doesn’t mean they have any cash flow,” she
observed.

Bob said: “We’d like to raise between $400-500,000 more. We’re confi-
dent we’ll do it, although we’re quite aware the current situation is not the
best of times for many donors. In May and June we’re going to reconnect
with people that have already been spoken to and, if we can conclude some
of those pledges earlier rather than later, we’ll try to conclude everything
by the end of the year. Because of the Federation’s emergency campaign
we’re not going to connect with people who have not been spoken to yet.”

Rena: “Anything we might collect over and above what we need for the
building will go into our endowment fund, which we established at the
Jewish Foundation.”

At this point Bob Freedman inter-
jected an interesting bit of history:

Bob: “Bernie, have you seen the
safe? It must weigh 500 pounds.”

“So, what’s in the safe?” I asked.
“Not cash, unfortunately. When I

first opened the doors, I opened a
bunch of little books. People who
passed away were recorded – by
pencil or pen, by name – their
Hebrew name, the date they died. So
I looked up my mum, I looked up
my dad. It’s really a history of the

Jewish community. There was a big picture of the machers from the 1930s
– all men, of course. There was a big picture of the ladies’ auxiliary – all
looking very stern. 

“By the way, if those men knew that the place was being run by a woman,
they’d all be spinning in their graves.

“When you ask someone how do you define a Jewish community, as
opposed to a community with Jews living in it, there are three things: A
shul, a school, and a chevra kadisha – a burial society. 

“Burial is one of the first things people thought about when they came
from the old country. They looked for a place to bury people.”

Rena: “Chesed Shel Emes Inc. was formalized in 1930, when they pur-
chased the house. Before that they may have called it chevra kadisha. My
information came from Mr. (Ike) Permut, of blessed memory (who was
President of the Chesed board in the 70s, 80s, and half the 90s).

Bob “And the original bylaws were written in Yiddish”

One final note: If you would like to make a contribution to the Chesed
Shel Emes capital campaign, go to www.ourtradition.ca

Artist’s rendering of the exterior
of the new building, planned for
completion in 2021

Artist’s rendering of the new
reception area

(Continued from previous page.)

By Rabbi BENJAMIN RESNICK
Social distancing and staying inside is hard.

Thankfully, accessing good things to watch dur-
ing this time is not. This is another installation
of a regular column on Jewish movies and TV
shows that you should stream in quarantine.

Liberty Heights
Streams for free on: YouTube
Available to rent on: iTunes, Google Play and

more
Family friendly? Teenagers and up
(JTA) — When you google “Best Jewish

movies,” Barry Levinson’s 1999 film “Liberty
Heights” does not make too many lists. I am
here to correct that record.

Set in 1954, “Liberty Heights” is the fourth
and final installment of Levinson’s “Baltimore
movies,” which began with “Diner” in 1982 and includes both “Tin Men”
(1987) and “Avalon” (1990).

As a tetralogy tied together by mood, setting, and sensibility, rather than
by recurring characters, the movies offer a series of semi-autobiographical
accounts of Levinson’s early life in Baltimore. All of them include Jewish
themes, but “Liberty Heights” is the most forthrightly Jewish of the bunch,
adopting, as its central topic, core questions of Jewish identity and belong-
ing in the context of a rapidly changing American landscape.

The movie features a large and beautifully cast ensemble (including Joe
Mantegna as a charismatic and likable paterfamilias) but the central plot
lines, which unfold between Rosh Hashanah 1954 and Rosh Hashanah
1955, concern the stormy voyages of cultural and sexual discovery under-
taken by two brothers, Ben (Ben Foster), who is a high school senior, and
Van (a young and dashing Adrian Brody) who is a college student.

Like many Hollywood explorations of Jewish identity — including the
very good “Keeping the Faith” — the central tension in Liberty Heights
turns around the allure of the Other. In this case that involves Ben’s tender
relationship with Sylvia, the new black girl at school (Sylvia Johnson), and
Van’s more troubled infatuation with Dubbie, a beautiful non-Jewish blond
who’s the girlfriend of a friend.

In addition to the beautifully seductive mood and an effortlessly engag-
ing storyline (not to mention more than a few genuine laughs), two aspects
of “Liberty Heights” are particularly great.

First, there is Levinson’s obvious affection for his characters and subse-
quently for their Judaism. Though the subject matter — midcentury subur-
ban Jewish life — is similar to that of a movie like “A Simple Man,”
“Liberty Heights” contains no trace of that movie’s sneering derision. In
exploring the foibles and contradictions inherent to American Judaism in
the 1950s, “Liberty Heights” doesn’t aim to skewer anything.

Instead, it offers a lovingly realistic portrait of
Jews (and blacks and Wasps) in various stages of
love and turmoil. These are all basically decent
people, even as their own prejudices and blind
spots lead to painful interactions between them.

Second, it treats the ever-present allure of “mar-
rying out” or “passing” neither as a litmus test of
tolerance (a la “Keeping the Faith”), nor as anathe-
ma. Rather, it presents these encounters in all of
their nuance, both as opportunities for genuine
growth and understanding and also, inevitably, as
dangerous and, for both brothers and for their
father, intermittently violent adventures.

These themes, particularly as they relate to
Jewish and black communities in America, have a
long and rich history in American literature and cin-
ema. From the “Jazz Singer” to the finale of

“Independence Day” (in which, before saving the world, Will Smith tells
Jeff Goldblum, “You and I are going to have to work on our communica-
tion!”) the meeting of Jews and Blacks has often been portrayed both as
fraught with cultural (and sometimes sexual) tension – but also as an
opportunity for racial healing and a kind of salvation. Thus Norman
Mailer’s famous contention that the Jew is the “White negro,” who by
virtue of her outsider status, can inhabit both identities at once, unmaking
harmful binaries.

“Liberty Heights” enters into this well-heeled conversation about interra-
cial relationships and romance with uncommon depth and sensitivity, with-
out, mercifully, making much of an argument beyond “we’ve all got prob-
lems in the end.” Though not exactly neutral on the question of whether
Jews share more of an affinity with White America or Black America —
Ben’s relationship with Sylvia is much more authentic and mutually ful-
filling than Van’s relationship with Dubbie — in the end there are more
than enough moments of grace to go around.

If “Liberty Heights” is staking a claim, beyond telling a great story, it’s
probably encapsulated in a brief conversation between Ben and Sylvia in
which he asks her why she wants to attend Spelman, a historically black
college, when, because of mandated desegregation, she could now go any-
where. Sylvia, who, unlike Ben, comes from a wealthy family, and who is
generally more comfortable in her own skin, explains that it’s a tradition in
her family going back several generations.

Her message seems to be that the world is indeed changing. It is a posi-
tive social development that black Americans can attend school anywhere,
just as it’s a positive social development that people like her and Ben can
meet and fall in love.

But “Just because we can [go anywhere],” she says, “doesn’t mean we
have to.”

‘Liberty Heights’ perfectly captured midcentury American Jewish life. It’s free on YouTube

The Kurtzman family in “Liberty Heights” (l-
r): Ben Foster, Babe Neuwirth, Joe Mantegna,
Adrian Brody
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Simkin Centre staff have been doing a fabulous job dealing 
with the demands placed on them by COVID-19

By BERNIE BELLAN

T
he role that Personal Care
Homes have been playing in
the COVID-19 pandemic is  a

crucial one. We’ve all heard about
the horror stories associated with
seniors’ homes in other jurisdictions
- especially Quebec, so it’s natural
for anyone in Manitoba who has a
loved one in a PCH to be especially
concerned about the heightened
risks associated with those facili-
ties.

Whether it’s good luck or good
management - or a combination of
the two, we seem to have been
spared any serious outbreaks in
PCH’s in Manitoba - and none at all
in the Simkin Centre.

In our April 15 issue, I reported on
some steps that Laurie Cerqueti,
Executive Director of the Simkin
Centre, had said were being taken at
that particular facility in response to
what has already begun to emerge as
a pandemic here in Manitoba, along
with the rest of the country. That
article noted that:

“The front entrance is now the
only entryway for staff into the
building so that we can ensure full
screening of everyone entering the
building.

“20 extra bedside tables have
been ordered to assist with social
distancing during resident meal
times.

“All vendor supplies are now
dropped off only at the receiving
entrance and are not being brought
into the building as was normally done prior to this.

“A system has been developed for Resident supplies being brought by
family. They are now left on a table in the vestibule and items are being
wiped down with an antiviral wipe prior to being distributed to the care
areas.

“Dr. Koven, our Medical Director, is now the only MD that will be onsite
to assess Residents. He does not attend other sites at this time so is less
likely to bring COVID-19 into our building. Other MDs will respond to
phone calls from nursing and do virtual visits as able.

“Over 95% of all staff have now been trained in feeding and swallowing
so that we can all help to ensure that are Residents are being fed. Currently,
about 52% of our Residents require assistance with meals. Helping
Residents with meals has brought joy and new purpose to staff that would
not have previously been involved in Resident care.

“We have prepared for the eventuality that many staff and managers may
be living at the Centre. We have ordered extra mattresses for staff to sleep
on, purchased toiletries for staff, and purchased portable cell phone charg-
ers.”

On Thursday, May 6, I spoke with Laurie and with Aviva Tabac,
Fundraising and Administrative Officer at the Simkin Centre, to find out
how things have gone for the 200 residents and 250 staff at the Simkin
Centre since that April 15 report.

Laurie Cerqueti began the conversation by saying: “We’re actually doing
quite well in many ways and staff have gone above and beyond to do
things, to make sure the residents are cared for and fed. We’ve seen a lot of
good come out of this.”

I said to Laurie that a recent story in the news about how resident Shirley
Kleiman receives visits every day from her husband, Sam, who comes to a
window to say hi - and tell her how much he loves her, must have resonat-
ed with anyone who saw that story. I wondered how many residents are
actually able to be brought to windows to see loved ones?

“Not every resident would go and do the window visits with family,”
Laurie answered, “but all of the rooms have windows and all of the win-
dows open so they can get fresh air, but we do the window visits in the atri-
um area. There are also families that will go to a particular resident’s room
and connect there (using cell phones). Anyone on the main floor would
have the opportunity to do that.”

I wondered whether the issue of
putting cameras into residents’ rooms had come up (stemming from the
shocking lack of supervision in certain Quebec nursing homes).

Laurie said: “You mean the ‘nanny cams’? No, we haven’t had that
requested, and I think families know we’re doing the best we can - with the
Facetiming, Skype or Zoom.  Aviva does a Zoom call with a resident here
and there have been up to 12 families participating in that Zoom session.”

Laurie went on to explain that an iPad is brought into residents’ rooms -
one at a time, for those interactive sessions, which are all prearranged.
“We’ve actually just launched an online booking system for those types of
visits,” she explained (including window visits) at www.simkincentre.ca.

I referred to our April 15 article, which referred to staff preparing to sleep
over at the centre, if necessary. Although that hasn’t proved necessary,
according to what Laurie told me, I wondered about the state of morale
among staff in general, considering the extreme stress under which they
must be working.

“Actually, I think we have a very high morale now,” Laurie said.
“Everybody’s working together - probably better than they ever have been,
including a lot of us that wouldn’t typically help with eating and stuff like
that. We’re all chipping in to make things work.

“That doesn’t mean that staff aren’t scared,” Laurie added, however. “I
think everyone’s a little bit scared, including me and you, Bernie”.

“Yah,” I said, “but I think the level of apprehension must be lower than
when the virus first emerged in Manitoba because we seem to  have
escaped the brunt of it here.” 

Have there been any Personal Care Homes in Manitoba that have seen the
virus show up, I wondered?

“Yes, there have been,” Laurie responded, “but all sites went into a lock-
down some time ago.” She noted that “all visitors are required to wear face
masks and goggles; staff are screened every time they come to work; we
take their temperature; we ask them a series of questions. It would proba-
bly be safer here than when you go to Superstore.

“The other thing we do,” Laurie continued, “is every week we try and
show our appreciation for staff so some board members have donated
money so that we can do that.”

I wondered about programming for residents - and to what extent there
are still programs available?

“All of the programs in the atrium and the multi-purpose room have been
canceled,” Laurie answered. “Recreation programming happens on the
individual units now or out in the courtyard, where we’re able to physical-
ly distance residents one from another. And, any new admissions we would
have isolate in their room up to 14 days. Otherwise residents are out and
about in their individual units. There are a few residents that are able to
make it to the atrium on their own, but there aren’t large groups of them
together.”

“What about meals?” I wondered. “Are meals being taken in the resi-
dents’ rooms or are they still able to go to the common areas in the units?”

“They are able to go to the common area,” Laurie explained, “but we
spread it out so we have ordered extra bedside tables so it’s not as tight as
it would normally be where we’d have three to four residents at a table.”

I asked Aviva what else the Simkin Centre has been doing for residents
as far as being able to make the time pass under these stressful circum-
stances?

“The recreation department has stepped up in a huge way,” she began.
“They’re running smaller programs on the units now. They have programs
that run in the morning and the after-

Food preparation staff at the
Simkin Centre have been going
above and beyond to make sure
residents receive their meals in a
safe - and socially distant man-
ner.

Residents have been kept busy
with handicrafts - and regular
online meetings with family
members

Occasionally, entertainers show
up to play music for residents
and staff, who gather in the mul-
tipurpose room to hear the musi-
cians through the windows. Here
“Jessie” can be seen playing his
guitar.

One day, neighbours of the
Simkin Centre who live on
Dovercourt showed up to
applaud the staff & residents for
their perseverance in the face of
adversity.

Continued on opposite page.
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noon. Now, we also have evening
and weekend staff that are doing

recreation.
“And, even though Steven Hyman (who regularly conducts Shabbat and

holiday services at the centre for residents and families) is not able to be
here in person, he has been recording videos of services that we show to
residents.”

Laurie noted, as well, that “we are having services on the units every
Saturday.”

Aviva continued: “The residents are pretty busy. They’re doing art pro-
grams, they’re doing bingo, exercise programs…we’ve had musical enter-
tainment.”

“We’ve actually had musicians come to our courtyard,” Laurie noted,
“where they play and we open the windows so that the residents can hear
the music and see the musicians.” 

“What about the financial situation for the Simkin Centre?” I wondered.
“How different is it as a result of the pandemic?”

“There are a number of large costs for equipment and supplies - right
when it started happening,” Laurie answered, “and there are ongoing
costs.”

“And you mean Simkin will have to assume responsibility for those costs
- and not the province?” I asked.

“I’m not confident that the province will fund partially or fully any of
this,” Laurie said.

“Really - wow!” I said. “You mean it’s all going to fall on to the Personal
Care Homes themselves to fund?”

“It could,” Laurie said. “I’m not confident” (that the province will pro-
vide the funding).

She added that, in addition to the extra costs imposed on PCH’s for
equipment and supplies, “there are all these new rules - if you’ve traveled,
you can’t come to work for 14 days; if you have any symptoms you have
to go get swabbed, and then you have to have the A-OK, you can come
back to work; or people that have pre-existing conditions aren’t able to
work. So there are increased staffing costs that we are incurring.”

“Have you had a lot of staff who have been affected by all these new
rules?” I asked.

“There would have been, especially in March, which was peak travel sea-
son” for a lot of people, “including our staff,” Laurie said.

“We are staying close to the community and I think people are apprecia-
tive of the work we’ve been doing here,” Laurie said in conclusion.

(Continued from previous page.)

By ANDREA BECK
Ed. note: While the following story
refers to an American Jewish sum-
mer camp, the experience the writer
talks about can apply equally to any
summer camp, including Massad
and BB Camp.

(JTA) This story originally
appeared on Kveller.

My family is in mourning. We
have moved past bickering and we
have now retreated to separate
rooms. My husband is hiding in the
master bedroom, doing his best to
stay out of the way. The dog and I are in the guest room, where I’m writ-
ing this essay and feeling a sense of panic. What will this summer hold?

Our 12-year-old daughter is in the kitchen. It’s well past her bedtime and
she’s eating the organic cocoa puffed rice that I thought I had hidden from
her. It has now been dubbed her “sadness cereal.” We’re letting her get
away with this because she spent the previous hour crying in her room. The
hour before that she spent calling and texting her camp friends — those
same friends she’s been looking forward to seeing all year. 

On Thursday afternoon, the URJ (Union of Reform Judaism) summer
camps announced that they will not be having onsite camps this summer.
COVOD-19 has caused so much loss, and has changed things in so many
ways, and perhaps, deep down, we were expecting this. But after seven
weeks of stay-at-home orders and distance learning, sleepaway camp was
our last hope of normal, a bit of childhood utopia in these truly dystopian
times. 

I understand the gravity and wisdom of this decision. After all, when up
to 18 kids and perhaps three counselors are crammed into cabins — with
bunk beds lined up like library stacks, to say nothing of communal bath-
rooms shared by dozens of girls — social distancing is impossible. Risking
the health or life of any of these kids, their counselors or the staff is
unimaginable. But for my daughter and her friends, this loss is profound
and hard to comprehend. Summer camp is her home for one precious
month each year. It’s where she feels a sense of community, independence,
and a level of belonging and acceptance she can’t find at her secular mid-
dle school here in the Midwest.

Our daughter waits 11 months each year to go to Goldman Union Camp
Institute (GUCI) in suburban Indianapolis, about a two-hour drive from us.
The countdown begins the minute we pick her up on the last day of the ses-
sion, when she greets us teary-eyed and taller.  

And, truthfully, her father and I have the same countdown. As much as
she needs camp — as a place where she learns and grows — we, as a cou-
ple, need her to go, too. It is a much-needed time for us to remember who
we are as a people and partners, not just parents. During the month our
daughter is away, we plan a trip for just the two of us — the last two years
we went to New York to see that year’s Tony winning musical, which, of
course, can’t happen this year. We go on dates, we see movies, but I think
the biggest treat is being able to do things on a whim, like going out to din-
ner without worrying about schedules, lessons, or bedtimes.  

Also, as a former camper myself, I understand my daughter’s deep feel-
ings of grief. Camp is a safe space to try new things, whether it’s a new
sport, singing in public, or holding hands with a boy or girl on the Shabbat

walk. The entire experience is one
where kids live immersed with each
other, without parental interference,
and spending four weeks living in
close quarters fosters deep, lifelong
friendships. It was that sense belong-
ing, that freedom, that magic that I,
a bookish, chubby brunette in a
WASPy school, looked forward to
all year. My heart breaks for my
daughter — who’s prettier and more
social than I ever was — knowing
that she will miss her yearly respite
from home and school.  She will
miss the magic. 

When we explain to other parents at our daughter’s school that she goes
to sleepaway camp for a month, they are dumbfounded as to why we would
choose to be away from her. To the mom who invariably says to me in a
self-righteous tone, “I love my kids too much to be away from them for a
month,” I reply, “I love mine enough to know that this is the best choice I
can make for her. I will miss her terribly, but she is happy and growing as
a person at camp.” That usually ends with one of us walking away and
thinking the other one (me) is a crappy mother. (But, hey, I’m cool with
that.)

When pressed, my other tactic is to explain that summer camp is a Jewish
cultural thing. I give them a synopsis of the camp movement, which usual-
ly causes their eyes to glaze over. In short, my summary goes like this: The
Jewish summer camp movement was first started for immigrant children
who lived in the cities so that they could have a chance to spend time in the
country and, as a bonus, become more Americanized. Later camps became
a place to instill a-back-to-the land Zionism. Now they are a place where
kids experience a month, living a life side-by-side their peers that is
inspired by Jewish values, ritual, and rhythms. 

This life works to instill a pride in Jewish identity and a comfort with
Jewish ritual. The camp has a curriculum that falls in line with the educa-
tional goals at our religious school. Our rabbi, whom I have known since I
was a GUCI camper and he was a counselor — in fact, our camp connec-
tion is why we joined this particular synagogue in the first place —  is on
staff, too. He argues strongly for the benefits and continuity of sending our
kids to any Jewish camp, but especially GUCI. And since my daughter
loves camp, it is a win all around. 

So much has changed since we reserved a spot in her cabin and filled out
the necessary paperwork last fall. All the previously held expectations have
disappeared. This summer won’t be punctuated by the anticipation and the
packing, the letters sent and received, the photos examined on the camp
website for signs of life, or the trips my husband and I take together. 

There will be no Shabbat walk, no stories of bonfires, no color war or
bunk night. Instead, we will be at home wondering how much normal we
will ever regain. We will spend the summer hoping that next year she’ll be
at GUCI. In the meantime, I have offered to create camp memories at
home: We can build a bonfire in the backyard, I say, and we’ll tell stories
and sing songs. I suggest we cook camp staples, like pizza bagels, Friday
night roast chicken and chocolate pie, knowing full well that it can’t taste
quite the same as when you are 12, tired, and hungry. I’ve volunteered my
husband to drive circles around the Midwest so our daughter can visit her
bunkmates; I’ve volunteered my parents to host Camp Nanna and Bubba. 

So far, my daughter is unimpressed. But, hey, she’s 12 — maybe that’s a
small sign of normalcy, after all. 

My kid’s Jewish summer camp is canceled. Now what?

Campers and staff members at the dedication of
“Mercaz Tapper” at Camp Massad in 2015



By BERNIE BELLAN

At the beginning of May I post-
ed to Facebook that anyone
who had an interesting story

about how someone was coping dur-
ing this period of self-isolation could
contact me and I would consider
writing a story about that person.

That led to the following response
from Rishona Hyman, who herself is
well-known as the owner of Aqua
Essence Swim Academy: “My 12
year old son is releasing his debut
album next week called Basement. It
will be available on all streaming
platforms May 12th and presale
starts May 5. On the album Gregory plays all the instruments and mixes all
the music on his own. He does this all with no help from his non musical
parents - who can’t even carry a tune.”

I contacted Rishona and asked her to have Gregory call me so that I could
talk with him about his interesting solo project.

On Friday, May 1st, I talked with Gregory about what led to his interest
in music – and how he went about acquiring the skills needed to produce
his own digital recording.

Gregory told me that he is a student at St. Johns Ravenscourt. It turns out
he discovered early on that he has a precocious ability to learn different
musical instruments.

Greg has not only taught himself how to play an assortment of different
instruments, he also writes his own songs, and sings them as well, he pro-
ceeded to explain to me during the course of our conversation.

And, as Rishona noted in her email to me, Gregory was just about to
release his first digital album – on May 12.

Gregory explained that “I’ve always been into music, but it really started
when I started playing guitar (at age five). I started off by taking classical
guitar lessons.”

Because of his classical guitar training, Gregory said, “I was able to
teach myself acoustic guitar and electric guitar.”

“I started to get into rock and metal music,” he added, when his father
(Hartley) began to introduce him to heavy metal bands, “such as Black
Sabbath and Guns ‘n Roses”.

“I really wanted to be in a band – and be a musician,” Gregory noted,
“and singing, at the time, came naturally for me because I would just sing
along to music. I started taking voice lessons last year – which has also
helped me as a musician.”

Because of his classical music training, Gregory observed, he was able to
learn other instruments by going on Youtube and watching teach-yourself
videos how to play those other instruments.

“One day,” he related, “we were out of town, at a friend of my father’s
house, and the dad had a set of electric drums. I just went over and started
playing them. He gave me a basic lesson how to play them – I fell in love
with drums.

“Then, a few years ago,” Gregory explained, he got a drum set of his own
and he’s been able to add drums to the musical instruments he had already
learned to play.

I asked Gregory whether he’s learned any other instruments, in addition
to three different types of guitar and drums. He answered that  he’s been
also able to teach himself “a little bit of piano – some basic chords.”

He added that “I don’t really play bass, but with the guitar training I’ve
had I am able to play some things on the bass as well.” (Later during our
conversation Gregory noted that “I also play tuba for band class.” I asked
him, tongue in cheek, whether he plays tuba on the album that he was
working on – and which has been released by now. His answer was “no”.)

We talked about his album (which will be available by the time this is
read) “on all the major streaming platforms” (including “iTunes, Apple
Music, Spotify, Google Play, Tik Tok”, Gregory added later during our con-
versation).

He explained that “during this time of self-isolation I decided I would
record this entire album because I’ve been writing my own songs, I have
all the equipment to record – I have a mixer, I have all the
instruments…I’ve watched a lot of videos, so I learned how to put out my
own album.”

“So, what I did is I spent the last four weeks tracking different instru-
ments, finishing writing some songs (that he hadn’t quite completed when
I spoke with him but which, he said, will be done by May 12). 

“I was able to record 11 songs,” Gregory said. “I was able to record the
entire album by myself – in my basement.

“The album is called ‘Basement’ ” (for self-evident reasons). “The album
is under the name ‘GMH Rocks’ because that’s my stage name that I chose

years ago.”
Gregory noted though that, even

though he is currently a “one-man
band, I am looking for a bassist and
a drummer to help me in the future.”

I asked him how he would describe
the type of music on his album. 

“I don’t know whether I would classify it as a certain style of music,”
Gregory answered. “To me it’s a mixture of rock, indie music, and a little
bit of punk, but it’s really just a chance for me to show what I can do.” 

If you would like to see samples of Gregory’s music, go to 
https://linktr.ee/gmhrocks
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12-year-old Gregory Hyman really is a one-man band!

Gregory Hyman singing 
The cover of Gregory’s album,
which has now been released and
is available on all the major
music streaming platforms
The photo shows all the instru-
ments that Gregory plays on his
self-produced album.

Gregory on drums

Israel eases coronavirus rules: 
It’s back to the malls and visits with

the grandkids (but no hugs)

May 4, 2020 JERUSALEM (JTA) — Sabas and savtas can visit the
grandkids and Aroma can start brewing anew.

In a nationally televised address Monday, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu announced a further relaxation of coronavirus restrictions in
Israel. The new rules permit visits by first-degree relatives – without hugs
— and cancel the restriction on movement beyond the immediate vicinity
of one’s home. This means that grandchildren and their grandparents to get
together for the first time in weeks.

Malls, markets and gyms can open beginning Thursday, and gatherings
of up to 20 people may be held in open spaces, though with masks and the
appropriate social distancing. By May 17, outdoor weddings can have 50
guests.

Kindergartens, preschools and day care centers will open on May 10.
Schoolchildren in grades 1-3 and 11-12 began returning to their classrooms
on Sunday.

The government plans to lift all restrictions on gatherings by the middle
of June, which will allow the opening of sports arenas, theaters, hotels and
restaurants.

Netanyahu said the relaxation of the restrictions will be reassessed if
there are 100 new coronavirus cases a day, a doubling of cases within 10
days or at least 250 serious cases in hospitals.

Israel has seen 16,246 coronavirus cases and 235 deaths. Some 10,064
COVID-19 patients have recovered. Several hospitals have been able to
close their coronavirus units in recent days.

Israelis were allowed back into markets and malls on Thursday, May
7. Supposedly social distancing rules were to remain in place. Does it
look like Israelis are adhering to social distancing rules in this picture?
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Looking back/U.S. news

Tillie Goren believed she may have been able to influence the weather
Ed. note: This story originally appeared in the March 25,

1992 issue of the JP&N. It recounts the incredible ability that
the late Tillie Goren might have had to bring rain – and end
droughts. It was brought to mind when I was speaking with
one of Tillie’s sons, Monty (who now lives in Toronto and who,
interestingly, shared much the same opinion of life in Toronto
as Gerry Posner, whose thoughts about life in that city can be
read on page 20).  I had called Monty to see whether he want-
ed to run his mother’s memoriam in this issue.

Here is Myron’s column from 1992:

By MYRON LOVE
In the summer of 1990, Tillie Goren finally realized her

goal of persuading Winnipeg City Council to name a street in
north Winnipeg after Monty Hall.

Now she has set her sights much higher. She believes she
can influence the weather. 

In retrospect, she recalls occasions when she and her husband, Norm,
were planning their annual April sidewalk sale outside their St. Vital shoe
store; the day was overcast, Tillie wished for good weather and the clouds
dissipated. 

She also remembers a visit to her brother in Sacramento in 1986. It was
pouring when she and Norm got off the plane. Her brother thanked her for
bringing the rain and ending a drought in the area.

It has only been in the last year, however, with retirement, that it struck
Goren she may have a certain gift and that she has been trying to test it out.

In a January interview, she said awareness came during a holiday in
Orlando in January, 1991. It poured off and on for much of the time the
Gorens were there. Goren had heard there had been a severe drought in
Florida and this was the first good rain in a long time. In fact, she heard this
was the worst period of rain in that area of Florida in living memory. 

Her interest piqued, she continued to follow the situation until June, when
the drought was declared over. When she came back home, Goren phoned
her brother, Louis, in Sacramento. She had heard California had had a
drought for five years and water was being rationed. “I asked Louis if they
could use some rain there,” she says. “I was afraid to tell him about my
feeling, but I had to connect with someone in California to be effective.”

Goren also read that the governor of California was going to be paying
out $l00 million in drought aid. She phoned the governor’s office and
spoke to an aide about helping the situation. She promised him three days
of rain. As a result, the aide gave her carte blanche to call any time, and put
her in contact with the Drought Centre. Goren called back several times last
March. Every time she called, she says, it started raining within two days.
They called it Miracle March in California. It was the largest rainfall the
state had ever seen.

Goren was unable to get a letter of recognition from the governor’s
office, but she did get a write-up in the Sacramento newspaper.

“I was on a roll,” she says. “I saw a story in the Free Press saying we

need rain, so I contacted the reporter and asked who to call. I
finally got hold of the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Agency in
Regina and told them my story. Being from Saskatchewan, I have
a connection there, so I concentrated. Two weeks later, we had
snow across Manitoba and Saskatchewan, then rain.”

She called Regina again in June to ask how it was going. The
guy on the phone asked her if she knew it would rain this much.
She said it was more than she expected, but she usually got lots
of rain.

In September, she called Regina again to check on the harvest.
The fellow on the phone said it had been dry over the summer,
and some areas needed rain. He asked for her prediction.

“I’m not a psychic,” she says. “But off the top of my head I said
there would be lots of rain and mostly cool days with some sunny
periods. On September 9, I was out walking in the evening when

black clouds formed overhead and it started to pour. It rained off and on for
two weeks. In certain areas, there was a lot of rain.”

Goren next turned her attention to Israel, after reading in The Jewish Post
& News about the desperate need for rain there. “I got personally involved
because I’m Jewish and Israel needed help,” she says. “In October I read
about the torrential rains, but the story said it wasn’t enough. That triggered
my determination again. Two weeks later, there was snow in Jerusalem and
30 roads were closed because of flooding. I’m excited, but I can’t share it
with anyone.” (This has been the worst winter for rain and snow in Israel’s
history.)

It is not only rain that Goren feels she can influence. There were a cou-
ple of times last summer where she promised people very hot weather
would cool down and it did, despite the predictions of the weather people.

To be successful, Goren says she has to have some personal connection
with or feeling for the area she is trying to help. Then she concentrates or
thinks about the need for the change in climate.

“It’s some inner feeling I can’t explain,” she says.
“I spoke to a rabbi in Winnipeg who told me anything is possible. He said

I may have a gift and I should pursue this. I would like to be able to find
someone to explain it to me.”

She thinks it may be a hereditary gift. Goren grew up on a farm on the
Herzl colony near Lipton, in Saskatchewan.

She says her mother of blessed memory was able to deflect hail storms
from the family farm. She recalls once when she was 10, her mother called
her out to show her what she did when hail was predicted.

“She said a certain prayer three times, then chopped an axe into the
ground. Black clouds overhead suddenly split, turned white and moved off
in different directions. Once my dad came up to tell her not to deflect the
clouds because they needed rain. The crops were flattened by hail.”

Goren was going to concentrate on California again this month. “I want
to try for a more normal year there,” she says. After that, she is not sure
what’s next. She has read that Australia is having a drought, but she is hes-
itant. “I could try it as a challenge,” she says, “but I really have to have a
concentrate.”

The late 
Tillie Goren

By RON KAMPEAS
May 8, 2020 WASHINGTON (JTA) — Those tuning in this week for

just the second day of live Supreme Court broadcasts were treated to a sur-
prise: In a case about NGOs, HIV-AIDS funding and prostitution, the dis-
cussion unexpectedly turned toward U.S. support for Israel’s right to exist.

The case features a group of NGOs that are resisting the Trump adminis-
tration’s requirement that they explicitly oppose sex trafficking and prosti-
tution as a condition for receiving funds to combat HIV-AIDS overseas
from the U.S. Agency for International Development. The NGOs argue that
the requirement violates speech freedoms and inhibits their ability to reach
those who need their assistance.

During the questioning of the NGOs’ lawyers, Kavanaugh brought up
Israel.

“Suppose the U.S. government wants to fund foreign NGOs that support
peace in the Middle East but only if the NGOs explicitly recognize Israel
as a legitimate state,” Kavanaugh said at Tuesday’s hearing. “Are you say-
ing the U.S. can’t impose that kind of speech restriction on foreign NGOs
that are affiliated with U.S. organizations?”

The lawyer for the NGOs, David Bowker, did not equivocate: It would
be constitutionally kosher for the U.S. to require such foreign affiliates to
recognize Israel.

“I don’t hear that as requiring affirmation of a belief,” Bowker said.
“Rather it is in recognizing a fact that the U.S. has established a certain
diplomatic relationship with Israel. And the U.S. government gets to say
what that relationship is for the United States.”

Kavanaugh’s question could be seen as reflecting the increasingly impor-
tant role that Israel’s well-being has taken in mainstream conservative
political thought over the past two decades. At the same time, Bowker’s
response was noteworthy because it comes at a time when many NGOs and
their political allies on the left have resisted efforts to link government aid

to Israel-related issues.
For years, pro-Israel figures and groups have been working to marginal-

ize groups and individuals who oppose Israel’s existence as a Jewish state.
There have been efforts in Congress recently to make U.S. aid to non-
governmental groups contingent on rejecting Israel boycotts. Additionally,
some of the parties involved in the arguments have battled over U.S. laws
that would inhibit boycotts of Israel or its West Bank settlements.

Some of the groups and figures featuring in this Supreme Court case have
been involved in political battles over U.S. policy concerning Israel. The
lead defendant is Alliance for Open Society International. Its parent group,
Open Society Foundations, founded by the Jewish billionaire George
Soros, has funded J Street, the liberal Jewish Middle East policy group that
has opposed as impinging on free speech U.S. laws sanctioning Israel boy-
cotters. (J Street opposes boycotts of Israel.)

A group filing an amicus brief in support of the Trump administration is
the American Center for Law and Justice, a conservative group. One of the
lawyers ACLJ named to the case is Jay Sekulow, a lead private lawyer to
Trump during the recent impeachment hearings who founded ACLJ and
made it a platform for right-wing pro-Israel activism.

In 2013, the court ruled that the NGOs were protected by speech free-
doms. The current argument, initiated by the Trump administration, is
whether those freedoms extend to the foreign partners and affiliates of the
U.S.-based groups.

Tuesday was the second day that the Supreme Court broadcast audio of
its proceedings in real time, a historic switch made by the high court
because of the coronavirus pandemic. The hearings had only been available
in real time to people inside the Supreme Court’s building, and audio took
days to be posted to its website. The justices and the lawyers participated
by calling in from remote locations.

Brett Kavanaugh’s ‘hypothetical’ question: Can the US require groups to recognize Israel?
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Gerry Posner/Opinion

Toronto thoughts - 2020

Ibelong to a large and getting larger group of
former Winnipeggers living in Toronto. And I
suggest it is fair to say that there is a general

feeing in this group that life in what was once
known as “ Hogtown” isn’t exactly what we
hoped it would be. It is likely many of us in this
group have a range of emotions with respect to
living here, but for most of us, living in Toronto
provides no joy in our lives. Why? you might

ask.

Well, the reasons are varied and many. I attach no greater significance to
the order of presentation. Firstly, there are those, me included, who long for
the quiet and easy pace of Winnipeg. To say that there is a frenzy here is to
understate it immensely. That I do not have to work here is a blessing, but
for those that do work, the pressure in traffic, parking and time is horrible.
I suggest that there is a thought process one goes through in Toronto that
was absent in, and I suspect remains absent in Winnipeg - even in 2020.
That is to say, in Toronto one has to think ahead as to the best time to go
anywhere, the speediest route to take in order to reduce possible traffic tie-
ups, and lastly to find a possible place to park. There is a great deal of plan-
ning before one puts a foot in the car. Now, I know I used to complain
whenever I had to drive from the south end of the city to the north end. But,
that little trip is a sneeze compared to the pneumonia in Toronto. 

On that note, let me add that the Covid 19 crisis has had one salutary
effect. Driving now in Toronto reminds me of Winnipeg on a crowded day
in the streets. Thus, the whole issue of transportation is a huge factor in the
level of dissatisfaction for all of us “Peggers.” Even the subway, my pre-
ferred mode of transport, has breakdowns frequently and there are almost
always service interruptions on weekends for work to be done. 

Connected to the congestion issue is the noise that comes with it and the
sounds of sirens all day long. I long for the quiet and solitude of Winnipeg.
The quiet is a result in part due to the easy and more relaxed attitude of the
citizens of the city. Yes, there are peaceful places to wander about in
Toronto, but you are rarely alone. A walk along Wellington Crescent would
serve me well right now.  

Another area which affects many of us is the inability to integrate into the
Toronto world. There are many of us who would be interested and ready to
meet new people and to form new relationships with the residents here.
Alas, there is not that same level of interest from the locals. It is not that
they are unfriendly; I have found them to be quite social with me in con-
versation. What the root of the problem is that they are quite satisfied with
the friends they already have without taking that next step to include new-
comers into their fold. The result is that those of us from wherever we have
moved tend to cluster together with the common thread being denial into
Toronto society. This is not life’s greatest defeat, but it does make it seem
like I am more of a visitor than a resident. 

Of course, for some of us the problem about living in Toronto as com-
pared to Winnipeg is the ability to own a home. Give up that idea. For
$1,000,000.00 you can buy a home in Toronto - just no home that you
might want to live in or, if you do, the home is located in an area where you
would want to avoid. Ok, I exaggerate, but you get the drift of it all. When
we moved here, we sacrificed space for proximity to our children and
grandchildren. I deal every day with the absence of space - not a game
changer, but a difficulty nonetheless. 

Lest I forget, the weather, which they ridicule Winnipeg for (and you can
count on that to happen), is no piece of cake in Toronto. The winters may
not be as long or quite as severe, but Toronto lacks sunshine. Also, Toronto
has cold winds and high humidity. I will take the prairie sunshine and the
pleasant evenings in Winnipeg anytime. Let no one fool you into believing
the weather here is better. 

Finally, and for me the biggest challenge about living in Canada’s largest
city and one I have commented on in other articles and conversations, is
that inner sense of satisfaction (for me at least), of going into a room (in
the days when you could put people together as in BC, or Before Covid)
and having people recognize and greet you by name. Or, you could look
around the building and know the names or at least the faces of those
around you. It is a comforting feeling. I miss that feeling some seven years
after my move to Toronto. 

Therefore, when it is all said and done, although Toronto offers a lot (and
the mayor here is quick to tell us that fact if we did not know it already),
there are many good reasons to say to him:  Mr Mayor, it’s not your fault
- but I’ll take Winnipeg, thank you. 

By

GERRY POSNER

HIAS controversy focuses on
Jewish identity, changing mission

Arecent article by Daniel Greenfield in the
online publication, “Front Page Magazine”
deals with the controversial selection of

Diane Lob as chairperson of the Conference of
Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations.  The
controversy stems from Lob coming from HIAS –
formerly the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society –
with its problematic record on recent years in
terms of Israel - and by extension Klal Israel. Lob
is filling the position previously held by Malcolm

Hoenlein – a strong supporter of Israel – who had been in charge of the
Conference of Presidents for close to 35 years.

I am less interested in Lob’s potential effect on the political direction of
the conference and more on the questions of what determines whether or
not an organization is a “Jewish” organization - and what happens when an
organization outlives its raison d’etre – when its mission statement is no
longer relevant or has been warped by new leadership.

To me, a “Jewish” organization is one – such as our own Jewish Child
and Family Service – whose mission first and foremost is focused on work-
ing for the betterment of members of the Jewish community. I question
whether an organization dedicated to some larger community need having
little to do with the Jewish community  can really be termed a “Jewish”
organization no matter how worthy the cause – just because most of the
members happen to be Jewish.

As to the mission, in many cases where it is “mission accomplished” or
the services are no longer in demand, organizations disappear.  Others,
such as HIAS find other ways to remain relevant.

As Greenfield points out, HIAS dropped the ‘Hebrew’ part of its name
along with its Jewish identity in 2014 and left New York City, where it
once aided Jewish immigrants coming to America, to refocus on lobbying
Congress.  (To be clear, HIAS is not to be confused with JIAS, its Canadian
equivalent, which continues to focus on the Jewish community and steer
clear of politics.) 

“Instead of listening to calls by members of the Jewish community to
shut down the organization, it followed the money,” Greenfield observes.

He quotes HIAS president and CEO (since 2013) Mark Hetfield  as say-
ing that “Hebrew” was an exclusionary and outdated term.  “And so he dis-
pensed with the Jewish part of the HIAS name and with aiding Jewish
immigrants in New York,” Greenfield comments.

Greenfield goes on to write that HIAS moved to D.C. to be closer to the
government grants that made up its budget. “Back then (in 2014),” he
notes, “65.3% of the organization’s budget came from government grants.
But the writing had already been on the wall in the 90s.”

Greenfield reports that Leonard Glickman, HIAS’ former president, had
admitted in the late ‘90s that the decline in Jewish refugees affected the
amount of money the organization was receiving from the government – an
amount based strictly on the number of people that the organization was
helping to resettle.

“Glickman knew exactly how that worked because he had been the top
career official at the Office of Refugee Resettlement,” Greenfield writes.
“His transition to HIAS was another example of a key government official
going over to run an organization that depended on government grants. At
HIAS, Glickman’s priority wasn’t Jews, but shifting the organization over
to the resettlement priorities of the Clinton administration.”

Now while there is nothing wrong with a Jewish organization formerly
devoted to working only for the Jewish community extending its focus –
all or in part - beyond the community, but, as sometimes happens – and
seems to have happened with HIAS – new leadership can take an organi-
zation over to what I call “the dark side”.  

“By the Hetfield era, Greenfield alleges, “HIAS was not only no longer
a Jewish organization but also, the same year (2014) that HIAS shed its
Jewish identity, it also adopted an anti-Israel one.”

In 2014, he points out, Jennie Rosenn – who Greenfield describes as an
“anti-Israel radical” who was a leader of “J Street” - came on board as
HIAS’ Vice President for Community Engagement. The new HIAS was
transitioning to “pro-terrorist and anti-Israel”.

(He also lists other staff members with anti-Israel backgrounds.)
Two years later, Greenfield reports, Diane Lob became the chair of the

HIAS board. A year later, Hetfield and Rosenn signed a letter in support of
Linda Sarsour, a leading Muslim voice in America against Israel.

“The next year,” Greenfield notes, “Sarsour was fundraising for HIAS.”
Greenfield cites Morton Klein, the head of the ZOA, who said that HIAS

has admitted to working closely with the Hamas-supporting Council on
American-Islamic Relation (CAIR), including signing joint letters with
CAIR and other virulently anti-Semitic, anti-Israel groups, including the
Muslim Public Affairs Council.

Greenfield concludes that the former chair of an anti-Israel organization
heading the Conference of Presidents was inevitable.  He charges that “the
old infrastructure of American Jewish organizations has been colonized by
the anti-Israel Left”.
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